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Plastic Interior Mirrors

Door Mirrors - pre ‘80s

Door Mirrors - ‘80s on

Mk1/2 Washer Jets

All part numbers used are unique and intellectual property of either Mini Spares Centre Ltd or Rover / X parts licensees.

  
Prices are correct at time of going to press, but are subject to change without notice. E&O.E.    e-mail:- sales@minispares.com       www.minispares.com     Export Tel: (+44) 1707 607702

Lightweight Large 
Impeller Water Pump 
-  with Three Year Guarantee
GWP134EVO, GWP187EVO & GWP188EVO £18.90
5 port alloy head - Road C-AHT347 . . Coming Soon
8 port head - original spec. . . . . . . . . from £1947.89
8 port head  - larger valve - race . . . . . . . £2340.00

We stock all standard and performance parts
1380cc built up 1/2 engine by Bill Richards . . £1130.05
Mega pistons 20/40/60 and 73.5 . . . . . . . . £236.69
73.5 EVO pistons 9cc dish C-STR311 . . . . . . . £194.40
Camshaft EVOLUTION001 . . . . . . exchange £68.40
Ultimate performance cam follower set C-AEG580 £31.20
Oil pumps . . from £15.83 to CNC race type £101.26
Forged 1.5 rocker set C-AHT436. . . . . . . . . £133.33
Alloy 1.5 hi-lift rocker set C-AHT446A. . . . . £198.00
Duplex timing kit C-AJJ3323 . . . . . . . . . . . . £27.20
21A1902 genuine engine mount . . . . . . . . . . . £8.34
21A1902MS non-genuine mounting . . . . . . . . £3.00
21A1902ST threaded mounting. . . . . . . . . . . . £3.78
Evo minimum stretch timing chains available

Comprehensive range of 
road/rally/race gearbox parts 
including 5 speed gearbox and 
Evolution diffs. Only RHP and 
top quality bearings stocked. 
No cheap imports that fall apart!
Original market leading Evo crosspin diff 
Over 3,000 sold since 1994 .C-AJJ3385  . .£163.39
Competition baulk ring C-22A1741  . . . . . . . .£23.99
Hi-tech oil pick up pipe C-AHT54  . . . . . . . . .£27.00

Gearboxes & Diffs

AP clutch road/race plus flywheel
Flywheel puller for all types CE1 . . . . . . . . . . £22.86
3 piece AP clutch assembly pre Verto GCK100AF . . . . £48.60
3 piece Verto clutch pre-inj 180mm plate GCK151MS £116.42
3 piece Verto clutch inj 190mm plate GCK152MS . . £116.99
3 piece turbo kit  GCK371AF . . . . . . . . . . . £108.00
Verto 20% upgrade pressure, fits all C-AEG485 £64.15
Standard diaphragm GCC103 . . . . . . . . . . . £26.10
Orange diaphragm  C-AEG481 . . . . . . . . . . . £34.84
Standard clutch plate  GCP204 . . . . . . . . . . £32.18
Fast road/rally C-AHT595 180mm . . . . . . . . £63.28
AP Racing fast road/rally clutch plate 180mm £118.37
Race clutch plate  C-AHT596 . . . . . . . . . . . . £89.10
Clutch lever arm pre Verto 22A2204MS . . . . £12.30
Clutch lever arm Verto DAM5355 . . . . . . . . . £18.28
Master cylinder GMC1008 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £45.50

WHITE

£30.30

Each

£4.20

As fitted from 1964 on
Grey 24A1750 £29.40
White24A2110 £30.30

Original pre ‘80s door mirrors. 
Flat glass, stainless steel head
Right hand - GAM215A £17.16 each 
Left hand - GAM216A £17.16 each
Also fits later cars using 
M90999 fitting kit £3.00

Original white backed type as 
fitted to post 1994 Minis. 
Pair £36.00 Order as GS25320
Black also available. Order as GS25319. Pair £30.62
All mirrors available separately

£17.16

GREY

£29.40

PAIR

£36.00

£84.00

Geometry Kits
Complete kit with adjustable tie 
bars and adjustable lower arms. 
With correct performance bushes. 
Order as MSSK3008 £84.00 full kit

Package
Price

Forget all the poly and uprated bushes when different lower
arms or tie bars are fitted. What you need is an offset rubber bush
to compensate with the extra distortion caused when correcting
the geometry on Minis.
Car set of lower arm bushes. . . . £12.26   
Part No C-STR632

Mini Spares are the main
sponsors of Mighty Mini,  Mini
Miglia and Mini Seven Racing

Most of the participants in these race series use our
parts!  Parts which they can trust and they find
superior to those of our competitors - surely that says
it all?  If you’re building to win, shop at Mini Spares!  

Suspension 
Cone
The only 
genuine 
cone springs on the market 
made from original Rover tooling. 
Order as FAM3968

Suspension

Steering & Bearings

New steering racks - L/H or R/H drive  
FAM7306/7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £59.23

MPi Sportspack type race . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £71.94
Quick rack  L/H or R/H  C-AJJ1570/1 . . . . . . £78.00
Genuine track rod end GSJ1106 . . . . . . . . . . £11.42
Non genuine GSJ734MS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.80
Swivel pin kit genuine GSJ166 . . . . . . . . . . . £19.30
or our own which we recommend for any use. . .

Mini Spares swivel pin kit  GSJ166MS . . . . . . £7.70
Timken front wheel bearings GHK1140 . . . . . £50.60
Tried and tested non genuine front wheel bearings -
with sales of nearly 5,000 per year and no break-
ages - GHK1140MS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £13.80
Rear Timken GHK1805 modified - late cars . . £32.40
Non genuine rear bearing GHK1548MS  . . . . £14.39

£7.50

CV Joints

1275 and 1984 on - stamped GCV1013 . . . . £30.60
Early small 1.125" nut type pre 1984 GCV1105 . £30.60
Correct fitting inboard type GCV1102 . . . . . . £36.00

We will not sell the cheap, inferior CV
joints so readily available elsewhere.

We ONLY sell DEPENDABLE components

Gaskets

Engines

Cooper S Distributor

Reproduction of the 40819 cooper S 23D
distributor but with more advance for economy
and performance similar to MK3 S curves. 
Fitted with quickfit points and uprated rotor arm
12G2140 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £45.90

As above electric NEG EARTH only 12G2140MS £70.20
998   45/59D distributors . . . . . . . . . . . from £41.94
1275 45/59D distributors . . . . . . . . . . . from £45.90
Electronic type less points . . . . . . . . . . from £56.65
Whole new distributor cheaper than conversion kits!
All the best quality distributors and 
parts stocked for road and race

Gearbox gasket set AJM804B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.47
Copper head gasket set - 998cc AJM1250 . . . . £12.84
Copper std 998cc head set AJM1250MS . . . . £9.30
Copper head gasket set - 1275cc AJM1140MS £13.40
Minispares 1275 copper head gasket GEG300 . £15.54
1275 with BK450 Head gasket set . . . . . . . . . . . £17.10
Engine block set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £11.65
Turbo Comp. Head Gasket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £79.20
Cometic Head Gasket C-AHT189 . . . . . . . . . . . . £96.22
Large bore manifold gasket C-AHT381 . . . . . . . £2.58
Silicon rocker cover gasket GUG705009EVO . . . . £9.60

Visit the official
MiniSpares.com

website for
pictures,

downloads,
catalogues,

current prices &
special deals

Check out our 
updated website

See website for
up to date prices

Made to Rover Parts Sales’ final 
specification. Part No. GWW807

Mini Spares - NORTH

Mini Spares - MIDLANDS

Sales Showroom & Mail Order

HEAD OFFICE (London - A1M/M25)
Cranborne Industrial Estate, 
Cranborne Rd. Potters Bar, Herts. 
EN6 3JN (Close to A1M & M25)

Tel: 01707 607700 (UK)
Tel: (+44)1707 607702 (Export)
Fax: 01707 656 786
Email: sales@minispares.com

Visit our branches...

Units 2E and 2G Harwood Road 
Northminster Business Park. York Y026 6QU
Telephone: 01423 881800 

991 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury. 
W. Midlands. B69 4RJ
Telephone : 0121 544 0011

Original UNIPART 

Swivel Pin Repair Kit

part number GSJ166 

• Want the 
GENUINE part?

Choose Genuine or Quality 
Alternative Parts

Want a cheaperalternative?
Mini Spares approved part number
GSJ166MS £7.56

Clearly identified MINI
SPARES part number

or

£23.04

From brand new forgings, 
nitrided EN40B crank with large counter balanced webs
and bored holes for the big ends which reduces the re-
ciprocating weight of the crankshaft and does not ne-
cessitate drilling through the counterbalance webs.
Forgings are known to be stronger than billets as the
grain pattern follows the shape of the webs and bearings
whereas the billet type is machined across the grain.

For 1275cc blocks and made in 81.3mm and 86mm
stroke. . . . . . . . . . .£1657.92

Forged Cranks

New!

Supporting the Mini
owner since 1975

• Cheaper Price• Same Quality

£40.69

Our own stainless steel bumper - fits BETTER
than Rover original! Part No.DPB10166
(Wrap around ends). . . . . . . . . . . . . £55.20

Bumper and Brightwork

£55.20All Mini Spares chrome and 
brightwork items are top 
quality and made to fit correctly.

Exhausts
Owners and stockists of RC40 systems. 
• Flowbench tested and using proven optimum size
1.75”(1.625”) internal tubing for maximum efficiency
and performance.
• Even our mild steel versions have stainless steel
tailpipes and inner baffle box pipes. Most 
competitors don’t even have these 
stainless internals in their 
‘stainless steel’ silencers!

RC40 classic twin box system & d/pipe . . . . £68.44
Single box system from cat back . . . . . . . . . £64.27
Single box system for van/estate . . . . . . . . . £71.26
Twin box system  from cat back  . . . . . . . . . £70.20

RC40 Range

Non-genuine s/steel DPB10165MS . . . . . . . £33.60
Non-genuine chrome 14A6779MS . . . . . . . . £24.00
S/steel Mk1 overider/corner bar kit MSSK025 . . . . £102.88
Inner/outer door moulding car set Mk4> MSSK2104 . £43.91

Minispares headlamp rings
Stainless steel 500929MS . . . . . . . £9.42
Chrome-on-brass 17H5143 . . . . £16.20
S/steel inner ring DHF100010SS . £10.00

Fluted deluxe chrome wheel arch trim GZF105A . . . . £15.60
Flat standard chrome wheel arch trim GZF107A . . . . . £7.80

NEW!

£18.90

Hook End Black Wiper Arms

State left or right hand drive
when ordering

Fits 1990 on

Each

£11.40

Clutches & Flywheels

Christmas/New Year Hours
Thursday 24th December . . . . . . . 9am – Noon
Friday 25th December . . . . . . . . . . CLOSED
Saturday 26th December . . . . . . . . . . CLOSED
Sunday 27th December . . . . . . . . . . CLOSED
Monday 28th December . . . . . . . . . . CLOSED
Tuesday 29th December . . . . . 9am –  5.30pm
Wednesday 30th December . . . . . 9am –  5.30pm
Thursday 31st December . . . . . 9am –  5.30pm
Friday 1st January . . . . . . . . . . . . CLOSED
Saturday 2nd January . . . . . . . . . . . . CLOSED
Sunday 3rd January . . . . . . . . . . . . CLOSED
Monday 4th January . . . . . . . 9am – 5.30pm

www.minispares.com

Body, Mechanical & TrimCATALOGUE
The 6th edition of 
our AKM2 catalogue. Completely re-written to include all models from 1959-2000.

Now 219 fully 
illustrated pages.
If you've got a Mini 

you need an AKM2 which has received rave reviews.

Cooperworld ad v59.qxp_Layout 2  15/10/2015  10:49  Page 1
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Magazine Copy Dates
These are the latest dates copy should be 
received by the Editor for publication.

December magazine – 1st November
January magazine – 1st December
February magazine – 1st January

Magazine Publishing Guidelines
Please submit all copy, including For Sale and 
Wanted adverts, to the Editor prior to the 
1st day of each month.  The production of 
a magazine starts a month before the due 
publishing date.  Please submit copy to the 
Editor only.  

If possible please provide copy electronically 
by email with Word attachments.  

Images may also be supplied electronically, 
but please bear in mind that the resolution 
and depth need to be as high as you can 
provide.  Please supply any images as JPEG 
only. Please do not embed pictures or graphics 
in word documents, these should be supplied 
separately.  Email to editor@minicooper.org  

Handwritten or typed submissions are 
always welcomed with equal precedence to 
electronic forms. 

Please keep articles to a maximum of 1500 
words.

Original photographs and slides are also 
welcomed and will be digitally scanned and 
promptly returned. The Club will pay for all 
postage and packaging on returnable items.

Contents

Recognised as a Single-Make Car Club by
The Royal Automobile Club Motor Sports 

Association Limited
Mini Cooper Register formed as a Club in 1986

Disclaimer
The opinions expressed in this publication are purely those of the contributors and should 
not be construed as the policies of either the club or committee. Whilst every care is taken 
to ensure the information in this publication is correct, no liability can be accepted by the 
authors of Mini Cooper Register for loss, damage or injury caused by errors in, or omissions 
from the information given.

Printed by: The Lavenham Press, Arbons House, 47 Water Street, Lavenham, 
Suffolk, CO10 9RN   Tel : 01787 247 436

Contents copyright 
© Mini Cooper Register 2014   
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Cooper World is printed on well-managed FSC 
paper using vegetable-based inks. Printing plates 
are aluminium and are recycled, as are any surplus/
old inks while printing blankets are shredded and 
used for rubberised play areas and footpaths. The 
wrapping it comes in is degradable and will break 
down in the soil.
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Chairman 
Robert Young  
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H)                                                                                                                                              
chairman@minicooper.org  

Vice Chairman 
Tony Salter                                                                                                                                           
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton, 
Hants, SO31 8FJ                                                                
02380 560073 (H)

Treasurer 
Ian Hitchman                                                                                                                                          
20 Meadowfield Road, Barnby Dun, 
Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN3 1LN                                                                                                                   
01302 883550 (H)                                                                                                   
treasurer@minicooper.org 

General Secretary  
Kim Bromage                                                                                                                                           
31 Coralin Close, Chelmsley 
Wood, Birmingham, B37 7NE                                                                          
0121 680 1814 (H)                                                                                                                    
secretary@minicooper.org 

REGISTRARS
Ex-Works and Competition Cars Register                                                                                          
Robert Young - See Chairman

Appendix K Register                                                                                                                              
Russell Earnshaw                                                                                                                                         
8 White Ley Bank, Fulstone, New Mill, 
Huddersfield, W. Yorkshire, HD7 7DL  
01484 683899                                                                                                         
russell.earnshaw@adp-architects.com 

Cooper S MK I Register                                                                                                                           
Simon Wheatcroft                                                                                                                                     
392 Nuneaton Road, Bulkington, Nuneaton, 
Warwickshire, CV12 9RR  01827 830539                                                                                                               
mk3sregistrar@hotmail.com 

Cooper MK I Register                                                                                                                             
Barbara Alexander                                                                                                                             
Hollam Farm Cottage,   
76 Bridge Street, Titchfield, PO14 3QL                                                                                                                                              
01329 841225                                                                                               
barbaraalexander945@btinternet.com 

Cooper S MK II Register                                                                                                                                         
Nick Hunter                                                                                                                                           
01785 813693                                                                                                     
nickandlynne.hunter@talktalk.net 

Cooper MK II Register                                                                                                                           
Graham E Robinson                                                                                                                                        
80 Alexandra Road, Great Wakering,  
Essex, SS3 0HW                                                                       
01702 219298                                                                                        
graham.e.robinson@btinternet.com 

Cooper S MK III Register                                                                                                                        
Simon Wheatcroft                                                                                                                                 
See Cooper S MK1 Registrar

Rover Cooper Register                                                                                                                      
John Parnell                                                                                                                                          
8 Meadow Bank, Eversley Park Road, 
London N21 1JE  020 8886 8226                                                                                                       
rovercooper@minicooper.org 

Coachbuilt Cooper & Cooper S Register                                                                                         
Steve Burkinshaw                                                                                                                                       
28 Loom Lane, Radlett, Herts, WD7 8AD                                                                                               
01923 855971                                                                                                                     
stevebee49@live.co.uk 

Ex-Police Cooper & Cooper S Register                                                                                                      
David Davies                                                                                                                                           
9 Mountway, Waverton, Chester, CH3 7QF                                                                                            
01244 332282                                                                                                                 
daviddavies15@sky.com 

Innocenti Cooper Register                                                                                                                  
Foster Charlton                                                                                                                                         
12 Queens Terrace, Wallsend, Tyne 
and Wear, NE28 7QU  0191 2639019                                                                                                           
gingerfoss@hotmail.com 

Mini Super Register                                                                                                                                   
Garry Dickens                                                                                                                                        
Pryland Barn, Cheddon Road, Taunton, Somerset, 
TA2 7QT 01823 338228 (H)  
01823 337835 (W) 07519 513826 (M)    
dickens.garry@gmail.com  

1275GT Register                                                                                                                                         
Alan Clark                                                                                                                                          
20, Voller Drive, Reading, Berkshire, RG31 4SE                                                                                
0118 9423778                                                                                                       
1275gt@minicooper.org  

New MINI Cooper Register                                                                                                               
David Young                                                                                                                                          
8 Weald View, Staplecross, Robertstbridge, 
TN32 5QW  01580 830000                                                                                                       
newmini@minicooper.org                                                                                                                                     

Facebookwww.facebook.com/
minicooperregister

www.minicooper.org forum.minicooper.org 

Please avoid phoning Committee Members and Contacts after 9pm.
Display Advertising - please contact: Kay Scott 01943 461679 kjsadvertising@btinternet.com
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Website and Forum 
Position Vacant 

Magazine Editor  
Paul Sulma                                                                                                                                        
7 Dorset Way, Twickenham, Middx, TW2 6NB                                                                      
0208 898 9476 (H)                                                                                                    
editor@minicooper.org 

Membership Administration  
Sarah Monk                                                                                                                                 
Mini Cooper Register, Arbons House,   
47 Water Street, Lavenham, Suffolk CO10 9RN 
01787 249284                                                                                          
mcr@lavenhamgroup.co.uk 

Membership Information 
Lesley Young  
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H)                                                                                                                                              
membership@minicooper.org  

Events Co-Ordinator 
Justin Ridyard                                                                                                                                          
2 Carlsden Close, Dover, Kent, CT17 0SD                                                                                                                
01304 330715 (H)                                                                                                   
events@minicooper.org                                                                                                                                      

Competition Secretary 
Peter Moss                                                                                                                                             
The Dower House, Rogate, West Sussex, GU31 5EG
01730 818336 (H)                                                                                                   
competition@minicooper.org   

Club Shop 
Sally Salter                                                                                                                                           
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton, Hants. SO31 8FJ   
02380 560073 (H)                                                                                                                                              
regalia@minicooper.org 

Regional Co-ordinator 
Patricia Webb         
45 St Leonards Hill, Queensferry Road, 
Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland KY11 3AH                                                                                                                                     
07834 081697                                                                                                                                           
regions@minicooper.org 

Public Relations 
Paul Sulma                                                                                                                                        
7 Dorset Way, Twickenham, Middx, TW2 6NB                                                                      
0208 898 9476 (H)                                                                                                    
editor@minicooper.org                                                                                                                                           

Car Registrar 
Peter Barratt                                                                                                                                          
44 Bushey Grove Road, Watford, Herts, WD23 2JQ
01923 816757                                                                                                                       
cars@minicooper.org                                                                                                                         

Non Designated Committee Members 
Ken Hunter 01344 772446 
Rod Chilcot 01707 650107

OTHER CONTACTS
Archivist                                                                                                                                           
Robert Young - See Chairman

Heritage Liaison                                                                                                                                    
Peter Moss - See Competition Secretary 

DVLA V765 Contact 
(Vehicle Registration Recovery)  
Paul Sulma, 0208 898 9476   
email - v765@minicooper.org 

HONORARY PRESIDENT 
Mike Cooper

HONORARY MEMBERS
Rauno Aaltonen
Peter Baldwin
Warwick Banks
Peter Browning
Willy Cave
Ron Crellin
Ginger Devlin
Paul Easter
Paddy Hopkirk
Bill Price
John Rhodes
Gordon Spice
Stuart Turner
Julien Vernaeve
Basil Wales 
Lady Watson (Christabel Carlisle)
Barrie Williams
Mike Wood



www.cherishedvehicleinsurance.co.uk
0333 003 8162 Facebook “f ” Logo RGB / .ai Facebook “f ” Logo RGB / .ai

Cherished Vehicle
Insurance

Classic Mini Insurance
                    for your pride & joy                                        for your pride & joy
Classic Mini Insurance

for your pride & joy

Calls to 0333 numbers are charged at ‘normal’ rates from landlines.  They are also normally included in call allowances on mobiles.

Cherished Vehicle Insurance is a trading name of Canopius UK Specialty Limited who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
Registered in England No. 00743268, Registered Offi ce: 1st Floor, 1 Kings Court Business Park, Charles Hastings Way, Worcester, WR5 1JR  CVI 085 03/15

20% discount for Mini Cooper Register members.*
Multi-vehicle and limited mileage policies.
Free DNA+ protection kit with each policy.
Simple and free agreed value service.
All modi� cations considered.
*Subject to minimum premium and normal underwriting criteria. Terms and conditions may apply.
Please ask for details.

0512 CVI Cooperworld A4 Colour Advert.indd   1 12/03/2015   16:36
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INSURANCE FOR MINI COOPER 
REGISTER ATTENDANCE AT 
SHOWS
The club has an insurance policy which protects its officers and members against a variety of claims.  The key area it covers is ‘Public Liability’ and this means accidental injury to or damage to the property of members of the public.
The main area of exposure to risk for the club is attendance at shows where we run a stand. There are an increasing number of shows featuring the Mini or classic cars generally which we are planning to attend with Committee-organised stands, plus many regions already attend local shows, and there may be others that we are less aware of.  Our public liability insurance will, we hope, never be claimed on, but there is always the possibility that a member of the public suffers an injury on our stand and, given the ambulance-chasing practices of many legal advisers today, makes a claim against us.  

That is what our policy is there to protect us for, but we can only offer that protection if the club is notified in advance of a Mini Cooper Register presence.  If the stand organizer lets me know (address, phone number and e-mail address at the front of the magazine) they will be protected against the risk of a personal claim by our insurance.  The club cannot pick up liability after the event without prior notification. Also, the insurance only covers risks in the UK.
So if you are organising a stand, please tell both the magazine editor and me at the same time, so that it can be publicised in the magazine, and you and your organising team are covered by insurance.
Ian Hitchman
Treasurer

DISCOUNTS FOR MEMBERS OF THE 
MINI COOPER REGISTER
Discounts may be available on production of your 
membership card at the following firms:

MINI MACHINE, DARLINGTON – 10% off the vast 
majority of goods

DSN MINI SPECIALISTS, NORFOLK – various 
discounts depending on the product

MINI MAIL, KILCOT, GLOS – help if undergoing a 
major restoration

BULL MOTIF MINI SPARES, WINCHCOMBE. 
GLOS – Mini spares 1959-2000, Heritage parts, mail order 
from website. Discount to members on production of 
membership card. 01242 609598 bullmotifminispares.com
formerly Midland Mini Centre

MINI SPORT, PADIHAM, LANCS – 10% off most 
goods except for body shells and some engines

AZ MINI CENTRE, SPALDING, LINCS – 10% off 
everything but will offer more depending on amount 
purchased

MINI SPARES CENTRE – See advert inside front cover 
for contact details.  Discount available to Mini Cooper 
Register members.

BJ ACOUSTIC, OLDHAM, LANCS – www.bjacoustic.
com 10% discount

CLASSIC LINE INSURANCE - 10% discount and agreed 
value on cars over 5 years old 01455 639000

M & M MINI SPECIALISTS, WARRINGTON, 
CHESHIRE – 10% discount 01925 444303. www.Mini-
metro.co.uk 

HAYNES PUBLISHING, SOMERSET – 15% off books, 
manuals and DVDs, with 2nd class P&P to UK 01963 
442030

OLD TRAIN HOUSE B&B, Cork, Ireland (MCR 
member) - 10% discount 00353 25 39337 www.
oldtrainhouse.com 

MERLIN MOTORSCREENS 10% discount, supply and 
supply & fit www.merlinmotorscreens.co.uk 07768 661175

DISCOUNT ON HOLIDAYS FOR MCR MEMBERS 
- Studio Apartments in El Sauzal Village Centre, Tenerife, 
Spain.  www.casafloratenerife.com  

HERITAGE MINI COOPER INSURANCE - 0121 246 
8089 or 0845 373 4777  
or visit www.heritage-quote.co.uk 

R.A.C.E. MOTORSPORT Unit 14 Withnell Fold Ind. Est., 
Withnell Chorley Lancashire PR6 8B.   10% discount, Jim 
Brindle 01254 831644

SUSSEX ROAD AND RACE - Unit 2, Shipyard 
Ropewalk, Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 5DE 01903 
715341 www.sussexroadandrace.co.uk    
kevin@sussexroadandrace.co.uk . Mini and classic mini 
specialist ex JCW chief technician - will give 10% discount 
to any club member

THE EAST ANGLIAN MINI CENTRE, IPSWICH - 
Discounts for MCR members, details on our regular adverts 
in CooperWorld www.eastanglianminicentre.co.uk   
01473 807212

Back Copies of the 
Magazine
These are now available on line via the Website 

at a cost of £3.50 each plus p&p

Missing Magazines

Sometimes magazines go astray.

If your magazine does not arrive by the 

middle of the month

contact Sarah at Lavenhams

mcr@lavenhamgroup.co.uk

or by phone (only if you do not have email 

facilities) on 01787 249284

NOTICE BOARD

Magazine 

Contributions

IMPORTANT - PLEASE NOTE

Contributions must be received 

by the 1st of the month for the 

following month’s magazine.

I will acknowledge ALL 

contributions for the magazine sent 

by email, so if you do not receive 

an email back from me it almost 

certainly means I have not received 

it.  Please telephone me after a day 

or so to check if you do not hear 

from me.

Paul Sulma

Membership
The Lavenham Press administer the 

membership - see details on page 4. 
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EDITORIAL

Y ou will see that my usual mug shot has been replaced in this 
month’s issue with a photo of me sitting in the navigator’s seat 

of John Littman’s Ex-Works rally Cooper S CRX 90B. The photo was 
taken in Mayo and was one of a number of scenic stops we enjoyed 
on this year’s fantastic Minis to Ireland run at the end of September.

I had actually never been on a ‘Minis to...’ touring assembly before; 
nor, for that matter, had I ever navigated on such an event using a 
Halda trip meter either. Additionally, I had never used a road book 
containing ‘Tulip’ diagrams, so navigating John and I around south 
western Ireland for seven days was an entirely new experience for 
me! Well, it was all a bit of a baptism of fire as you might imagine, 
but I am pleased to say that I pretty much got the hang of it although 
I have to own up to one significant navigational error on our last day. 
However, I eventually got us back on track, albeit we were a bit late 
for one of our last stop offs!

We will be running a special feature on Minis to Ireland in the next 
issue of the magazine since time was a little too tight for those 

that have kindly offered to make a contribution and put their 
experiences into words for the benefit of those members who have 
never been on such an event. Hopefully, you might be inspired by 
what you read and encouraged to go on such a tour in the future. 
So, I must just say a big thank you to John for agreeing to me being 
his ‘newbie’ navigator in his Works car and to all those involved in 
the organisation of this brilliantly organised event.

Turning to what’s in this issue of CooperWorld, we have quite 
a number of articles covering various events members have 
attended and, perhaps, one of the most high profile ones must 
be the Goodwood Revival. Robert Clayson has written an article 
recounting his experiences at this year’s Revival over the three days 
he attended this event. As we expect from Robert, he has illustrated 
some of the sights at the Revival with his own great photos. 

In addition, Pete Flanagan has written two articles (thank you for 
that) about two events; one at which Pete helped to organise a 
great MCR display, and the other event which he attended for 
the first time in many years. There are some amazing photos 
accompanying his articles as well as them being a good read too.

Then Peter Horsburgh has written a detailed account of his 
experiences on the Isle of Man rally, in which he won his class at the 
end of what was quite a gruelling three day event going by his account. 
You will find Peter’s article under the competition section and I would 
urge you to read it if you are interested in competitive historic rallying.

Finally, this month we have a number for sale and wanted adverts at the 
back of the magazine but you probably already know that as I know that 
many people check the adverts page first when they open the magazine! 

Paul Sulma 

We need someone to take over the 
very important post of

Webmaster 

The role also involves management of the club’s 
leased server, maintenance of the Forum and 

administration of the Facebook page.

Committee meetings take place 
five time a year.

Contact Robert Young initially 
for more information

COMMITTEE POST
WEBSITE

Sunday 3rd April 2016

The Mini Cooper Register will be attending this 
event and has reserved space for 20 cars.

If you would like to represent the club 
and are willing to display your car
Please contact Ken Hunter, 
Thames Valley Region

Contact Ken Hunter on   
01344 772446
email  kenneth.hunter1@btinternet.com

Mini Day 
at 

Brooklands 



less but, sadly, the quality of the raw material used is of dubious and 
often inconsistent quality. So, as a result, we get rubber parts failing 
between MOTs and knuckle joints needing constant re-shimming, 
simply because they are made of poor quality material and thus they 
are offered at bargain prices. Nobody really wants to fit rubbish parts 
that fail or don’t fit well. And this explains why, whenever original 
parts become available and are offered for sale, they demand a very 
high price. Largely because we know they will be of good quality and 
they will fit properly. It is also an indication that people will pay for 
good quality parts. 

What’s the solution? Good question. The demand is certainly there for 
top quality parts needed to be fitted to these high value cars of ours. So, 
perhaps, the answer is for the trade to source parts made by reputable 
companies in Europe and to ensure they are made from top quality 
materials. Customers could then be offered a choice (as some dealers 
are now doing) to purchase original equipment manufacture (OEM) 
quality items or ‘budget’ items. But for that to succeed, people must 
be sure that the more expensive items are indeed of OEM quality and 
not just the same poor quality items in a posh box. I think we have all 
had enough of being palmed off with sub- standard parts. The old saying 
here holds good - “Buy cheap, buy twice”

The DVLA seem to be on a perceived witch hunt at the moment 
over cars of historic status and have rightly come under a lot of 

pressure to explain themselves, by informing interested clubs what 
there intentions are and what they hope to achieve. I believe this 
was all started by the influential Bugatti Owners Club who were 
building ‘new’ old cars and seeking historic status for them. When 
DVLA, probably quite rightly, rebuffed them, they threw a tantrum 
and hence the DVLA began a review of the entire historic status 
of cars. Some historic car owners, I understand, have already been 
contacted by the DVLA but today, we’ve not heard of any of our 
members coming under their microscope. However, in an attempt to 
show openness the DVLA convened a meeting on 23rd September 
to inform clubs of the current situation. We were invited to apply for 
a place but were oddly turned down, so as of this moment, I know 
nothing of the outcome of that meeting. All we have been offered is 
a place – should another meeting be convened! By the time you read 
this no doubt news of the outcome of the meeting should be in the 
specialist press. We wait to see what has transpired and what the 
future holds for our historic cars.

Robert Young 

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

Having just returned from what was 
a superb Minis to Ireland 2015 run, 

I’m left wondering if we can ever top 
this year’s event. The route, devised by 
Hugh and Jan Wyllie, was truly superb 
with brilliant demanding driving roads 
and scenic routes in equal measure. With 
the holiday season virtually over in late 
September, the roads were devoid of 
holiday makers and so we often drove on 
deserted roads for miles – such a marked 
contrast to driving here in the UK, 
especially in the crowded south east of 

this country. All of this was enhanced by the high quality hotels selected 
and not least the superb food and drink that we all enjoyed together. 
The camaraderie and social aspect of this event will take some beating. 

In talking to members on the event, the view was that, despite Monte 
Carlo having the cache and motorsport history, the percentage of good 
driving roads available to us in Ireland far exceeded those in France. 
None the more for that, I’m sure by now the entry for Minis to Monte 
2016 will already be nearly full. Get your entry in quick if you want a 
place. A full report of Minis to Ireland 2015 will be in the December 
issue of CooperWorld. 

There have been a lot of moans, all justified, by Mini folk over the 
years about the poor quality of replacement Mini parts. Time was 

when we were still able to buy good quality parts from Austin Rover 
and Unipart - both companies now sadly gone. This has left a high 
demand for replacement service parts that are now readily available 
from the numerous Mini specialists up and down the country - and we 
should count ourselves lucky for that. Trouble is low price seems to be 
the driving force here, which quite explicably, drives down quality. It has 
also to be recognised that the Mini was always viewed as a cheap car 
and sat at the bottom of the classic car ecological ladder. This in turn 
supported the demand for low priced replacement parts for the car. 

Times have, as we all know, changed considerably and the classic Mini 
is no longer a cheap car. Cars now change hands for large sums, yet 
we still fit replacement parts worth just a few pounds as if the car was 
worth just a few hundred pounds. You can’t entirely blame the part 
sellers either, as customarily, folk have got used to paying little for 
Mini parts. So, the trade continues to source parts made cheaply 
from far flung places across the globe where labour charges are much 
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We welcome the following new members who joined during September

NEW MEMBERS
Jonathan Lewis, Attleborough, Norfolk

William Morley, Derby

Sarah Davies & Graham Cartwright, Burntwood, Staffordshire

Barry Crowe, LOUTH, Lincolnshire

Lester & Andrea Hughes, Stoke On Trent, Staffordshire

Keith Johnson, Worsley, Manchester

Graham Brice, Maidstone, Kent

Nicholas Spratley, St Helier, Jersey

Will Knott, Leicester, Leicestershire

Steve Hills, Wadenhoe, Northamptonshire

John & Maureen Pickersgill, Horsham, West Sussex

Brian & Gillian Helyer, Yarm, Cleveland

Alan Atkinson & Karen Bright, Northampton, Northants

Lee Robinson & Georgina Wincott, Greens Norton

Brian Berry, Buntingford, Herts

Laurence Roe & Gillian Salt, Wolverhampton, Shropshire



Somerford mini LimiTed
Mini RESTORATiOn 
Being a small company guarantees that our customers 
receive the best personal service throughout the 
stages of their car’s restoration, from start to finish! 
Usually, one car is assigned to one restorer, enabling 
the work to be carried out with ease and perfection. 
We are able to draw on our vast stock of both new and 
second-hand parts, including very specialised body 
panels which are not widely available, enabling us to 
hand build a Mini that is ‘better than new!’.

PARTS DEPARTMEnT 
We boast one of the BIGGEST and most comprehensive 
parts departments In ThE World! We cater for All 
Minis and variants from 1959 to 2000. 

We carry 10,000 stock lines many of which are 
GEnUInE rover parts. From a trim clip to a bodyshell, 
we have everything covered and we manufacture a 
growing range of our own parts. Visit our WEBSITE, 
www.somerfordmini.co.uk which lists over 13,000 
parts and is the best resource tool in the industry!

SERVICING  l   SPARES  l   RESTORATION OTHER SERViCES
Although our name is synonymous 
with restoration we offer other 
services as well - anything from 
replacing an indicator bulb to 
preparing a race car, in fact the  
CoMPlETE SErVICE for the Mini 
enthusiast.

l   MOTs
l   Servicing
l   Accident Repair
l   Steam Cleaning
l   Valeting
l   Performance Conversions
l   Race Preparations
l   Restoration
l   Refurbishment
l   General Repairs
l   Rust Proofing
l   Valuations
l   All Spares and Accessories
l   Customising

If you want your Mini restoring, 
our team can do it. If you are doing 
it yourself, we can supply all of 
the parts and advice. If you are 
looking for expertise, knowledge, 
experience, quality, honesty and 
the most complete service you will 
find anywhere then look no further... 
come and talk to the experts!

SOMERfORD Mini LiMiTED
Unit 2 Broadfield Farm, Great Somerford, Chippenham, Wiltshire  Sn15 5El   Tel: 01249 721421    
Fax: 01249 721316   Email: spares@somerfordmini.co.uk   Website: www.somerfordmini.co.uk
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year once the production schedules are set. Feel free to contact me to 
pre-book a space. 

We will be making the trip to the IMM in Belgium next year, anyone 
interested in going please make contact with me. You will need to buy 
IMM tickets from http://www.imm2016.be/ but we plan to have a club 
camping area. 

That’s all for now!

Justin Ridyard 
Tel: (01304)330715 
Tel: events@minicooper.org 

Remember to Like the MCR Facebook page at 
http://www.facebook.com/minicooperregister or 
scan the QR code with your smart phone to visit 
the page.

The events list for 2016 is already taking 
shape! Please let me know if you are 

aware of any events which members will 
find of interest which we have missed.

November sees us at the NEC Classic 
Motor Show, and so a full report to 
follow next month on that. This show 
is always hard work but rewarding for 
members representing the club, so 
please remember to pop by and say 
hello. If you can spare some time to help 
out chatting to the general public that 
would be even better. Please get in touch 
with me on that as a complementary 

ticket for the show will be your reward.
 
Two great events for next year to put in your diaries! The Thames 
Valley region will represent the club at the Brooklands Mini Day once 
again in 2016 on the 3rd April. A sensible decision to hold the event on 
a Sunday as was tried out last year with great success. Please contact 
Ken Hunter at kenneth.hunter1@btinternet.com if you would like to 
show your car on the club stand. 

The second event is the London to Brighton 2016 run where we intend 
to take a stand and will pre purchase run tickets for our members to 
purchase at face value. Let me know via email or telephone if you are 
interested in buying tickets.

Please also register your interest for a proposed visit to the Heritage 
factory in 2016 albeit we will not know a precise date until early next 
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EVENTS

EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR − Justin Ridyard

Minis to Monte
1st October – 8th October 2016

The Mini Cooper Register will be promoting a Touring Assembly to Monte Carlo in 2016. The event will run along the lines 
of our much acclaimed previous Minis to Monte, with a fully detailed Tulip road book and back up service provided by the 
organisers, and will include return ferry crossings and evening meals.

The event will start in the UK in the Ashford, Kent area, with an overnight stay before crossing to France. The route will be similar to 
those used in the past with many old favourites plus some new sections including some borrowed from the Monte Carlo Historic Rally.

This is the planned itinerary for the 1415 mile route:

 Day 1 - Saturday 1st October  - Signing-on. Overnight at Ashford Hotel as 2014 with welcome dinner.
 Day 2 - Sunday 2nd October  -  Ashford to port for crossing to France. Mostly main roads to the old Reims circuit then  
   Champagne country to Troyes hotel and dinner. Total 265 miles
 Day 3 - Monday 3rd October  -  Main road to Châtillon-sur-Seine then cross-country via Dôle and St Claude to Annecy  
   hotel and dinner. Total 255 miles
 Day 4 - Tuesday 4th October  -  Straight onto mountain roads to Chambery, over the Col du Granier to Grenoble then  
   very scenic roads to Valence for 2 nights with dinner on both nights. Total 230 miles
 Day 5 - Wednesday 5th October  -  Valence-Valence loop, using classic rally stages in the mountains of the scenic Ardeche.  
   About 210 miles.
 Day 6 - Thursday 6th October  -  Valence to the mountains of the remote Vercors, descend to Die, then more classic  
   Monte stages to Gap for overnight halt with dinner. 210 miles
 Day 7 - Friday 7th October  - Gap to the finish in Monte Carlo using route similar to 2014 including the Turini.  
   Overnight in Novotel, Monte Carlo with farewell dinner. Total 220 miles
 Day 8 - Saturday 8th October  -  After breakfast make your own way back to Calais - bon voyage!

The entry fee per car for two people sharing a room, including return ferry crossing, seven nights accommodation in good 
quality hotels with dinner every night and breakfast is £1595. The entry is being restricted to 40 cars and holding deposits of 
£295 will be taken to secure an entry. Credit card payments are accepted (with small surcharge) or cheques or bank transfer, 
with two further stage payments being required at the end of March and June.

Contact the Secretary of the Meeting, Lesley Young, by email - membership@minicooper.org or phone 01580 763975 to request an 
application form and regulations. Entry is restricted to 40 cars and will be allocated on receipt of completed application form and deposit.
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Key

Bold = National MCR event or Club stand Italics = 
Regional MCR event/attendance

2015

November

Event: MCR Club Meeting – Scottish Region  
Date: 1st November, 12 PM 
Location: The Conservatory @ Norton House Hotel, 
Ingliston, Edinburgh EH28 8LX 
Contact: Scottish Region ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

Event: NEC Lancaster Classic Car Show  
Date: 13-15th November 
Location: NEC Birmingham 
Contact: Justin Ridyard - events@minicooper.org

2016

January

Event: Mini Winter Rally 2016   
Date: 22nd 23rd & 24th January 
Location: Switzerland 
Contact: http://mini-winter-rally.blogspot.ch/ or   
mini.winter.rally.2005@gmail.com 

Event: MCR Hinton Firs Weekend  
Date: 29th – 31st January 2016 
Location: Bournemouth 
Contact: Josh Bromage   
secretary@minicooper.org    
or telephone 07950 753299 

Event: British Mini Fair    
Date: 31st January 
Location: Bingley Hall, Stafford 
Contact: Wilts Region Mick Rowley - rminimick@aol.com

February

Event: London Classic Car Show   
Date: 18-21st February 2016 
Location: ExCeL London 
Contact: http://www.thelondonclassiccarshow.co.uk/

 March

Event: Practical Classic’s Restoration Show  
Date: 5th and 6th March 
Location: NEC, Birmingham 
Contact: http://www.practicalclassics.co.uk/

April

Event: Brooklands Mini Day   
Date: 3rd April (Sunday) 
Location: Brooklands Museum, Surrey 
Contact: Thames Valley Region - Kenneth Hunter 
kenneth.hunter1@btinternet.com

Event: Pride of Longbridge   
Date: 16th April 
Location: Cofton Park, Low Hill lane, Longbridge,  
B31 2BQ 
Contact: prideoflongbridge2006@gmail.com

May

Event: Blyton Park – MK1 Action Day  
Date: 30th April - 2nd May TBC 
Location: Gainsborough, Lincolnshire. Track day at 
Blyton Park for MK1 Mini’s 
Contact: http://mk1-performance-conversions.co.uk/
action-day.htm

Event: Donington Historic Festival   
Date: 30th April - 2nd May 
Location: Donington 
Contact: Jerry Filor - jfilor@talktalk.net

Event: Miniworld Riveria Run   
Date: 30th April - 2nd May 
Location: Newquay, Devon 
Contact: www.miniworld.co.uk

Event: British Mini Day   
Date: 8th May 
Location: Himley Hall, Dudley, DY3 4DF 
Contact: Mick Rowley - rminimick@aol.com

Event: LSMOC London to Brighton Mini Run 2016 
Date: 22nd May 2016 
Location: Ends Madeira Drive, Brighton 
Contact: Justin Ridyard - events@minicooper.org

Event: International Mini Meeting (IMM) 2016  
Date: 12-16th May 
Location: Lommel Belgium 
Contact: http://www.imm2016.be/   
Club presence: Justin Ridyard - events@minicooper.org

June

Event: MCR National Mini Cooper Day  
Date: 12th June 
Location: Beaulieu. Static show with trade stands 
and concours judging. Also includes an autojumble. 
It is open to all marques of Minis/MINIs. 
Contact: beaulieu@minicooper.org

Event: Double Twelve Motorsport Festival  
Date: 18th-19th June 
Location: Brooklands Motor Museum 
Contact: www.brooklandsmuseum.com

July

Event: Champagne Run (Touring assembly)  
Date: 2nd-3rd July 
Location: Champagne Region, France 
Contact: Kent Region. Justin & Annmarie Ridyard - 
h13jkr@hotmail.com

Event: Festival of Speed    
Date: 8th-9th-10th July 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

Event: Lavender Run    
Date: 24th July TBC 
Location: Worcester 
Contact: http://www.rdcc.org.uk/lavender.aspx

Event: Silverstone Classic   
Date: 22nd, 23th and 24th July (Club presence likely to 
be one day TBC) 
Location: Silverstone, Northamptonshire 
Contact: events@minicooper.org

October

Event: Minis to Monte   
Date: 1st - 8th October 2016 
Location: France 
Contact: Lesley Young -    
membership@minicooper.org

EVENTS
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Castle Combe – Autumn Classic
By Pete Flanagan

Castle Combe race circuit, in deepest Wiltshire, ran its Autumn Classic historic race meeting for the 
fourth time in succession on the 3rd October. So, I thought it was high time I broke a twenty year 

absence (is it really that long Graham?) and made the effort to return to this historic circuit. 

As many regulars will know, Castle Combe was unique in retaining it’s original layout for almost 
fifty years until the two chicanes were added in 1998, being developed from the ex WW2 
airfield that opened originally in May 1941 and was decommissioned in 1948. ‘Camp Corner’ 
in fact was named after the camp set up after the war (where the paddock is now situated) to 
house Polish refugees. 

Enough of the history, the organisers had promised a line up of significant historic racing cars including 
the return of the BRM V16, 60 years after it’s previous appearance in the last dedicated F1 race that 
took place here in 1955. The V16, normally stabled in the National Motor Museum, was also in the 
company of several other BRM F1 and Can Am cars, Coopers, Lotus, Connaught, Maserati and Ferrari. 
The list was mouth watering and most cars had a Combe connection somewhere along the line. 

Another good reason to attend was an invite to display my Unipower GT which spent most of 
it’s early racing life here in 1967, being driven with his usual gusto by BMC and Janspeed Works 
driver Geoff Mabbs. I was happy to take the car for a spin during the lunchtime parade, first time 
the car had been back on the track in 48 years and first time I’d actually seen the extra chicanes as 
my passenger, Gary Marlow, will vouch for! Gary brought along his ex Barry Price/DJ Bond time-
warp Mk1 Mini Marcos which still wears it’s hand painted race numbers from the last time it saw 
action in 1969. Aptly it was 50 years exactly since Mabbs won his sports car race outright at a wet 
Castle Combe in the Janspeed prototype Mini Marcos on it’s debut appearance.

The race card for the Autumn Classic featured a 50s inter marque race for Sports and GT Cars, 
and races for F3 500s, pre ’66 Jaguars, Historic Aston Martins, Formula Junior, Pre War Sports 
Cars, Austin Healeys and the Terry Sanger Trophy race for Historic Touring Cars. The latter 
featured the Minis of Tim Harber, John Marsden, Mark Burnett, ex HSCC champion Roger 
Godfrey and another driver with Castle Combe connections Paul Inch. Paul has raced at Combe 
many times as did his father Chris in the late 1960s and 70s, and it was to be his day as he 
overcame the challenges from Harber and Godfrey to win his class, only losing out in the Mini/
Imp battle by a whisker to Simon Benoy’s ridiculously quick 998 machine. The race was won by 
Michael Squire in the 4.7 litre Mustang with the Ford Falcon Sprint some way behind in 2nd, the 
entertaining battle between Chris Sanders’ Lotus Cortina and Bob Bullen’s Anglia making up the 
top four. Sadly, MCR member John Marsden suffered electrical problems on the warm up lap.

Elsewhere around the circuit were lots of great classic cars to drool over, lots of car clubs (sadly 
no MCR presence though), trade stalls, special displays and vintage buses to get around on. The 
event has a relaxed one day format with an ‘end of term clubby atmosphere’ as Marcus Pye put it 
and I, for one, will most certainly be back next year!

Pete Flanagan
Pictures courtesy of Stuart Watson
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Roger Godfrey under pressure from Paul Inc

The Cooper 500 of David Woodhouse 
with matching Mini van

Unipower GT and Mini Marcos 
in the racing car display

Ex Liverpool Police car spotted on display

Event poster 
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www.peterbestinsurance.co.uk

30 YEARS OF QUALITY CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE

01376 574000 
 Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

 Terms & Conditions apply 

PBIS only uses High Quality Insurers. 

Classic Car  -  Modern Car  -  Classic 4x4
Classic Military  -  Classic Bike  -  Classic Commercial

Looking for a NEW policy or just a great
deal on your RENEWAL, our classic

car policies deliver exceptional
cover at very aff ordable premiums

Our ‘BEST’ Deal In
CLASSIC MINI INSURANCE

1985
30 YEARS 2015

Single Car
Policies

Multi-Car
Discounts

Modern & Classic
Cars on One Policy 

MCR Member Discounts

Special Rates
for Collections 

FREE Agreed Value 

FREE Breakdown & 
Recovery 

All Minis 10 years
& older

£75
 from

 50%
 up to
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Mark Burnett of SU Carburettors in his Cooper S

Tim Harber leads from Paul Inch

Barrie Williams on the parade lap

John Marsden enjoys his first year of historic racing
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“Give me Goodwood on a summer’s day and you can forget 
the rest of the world” By Robert Clayson

and had made the journey down from its base but only for the crew to 
discover there was a fuel leak which meant it had to return to Doncaster.

Another parade was to the memory of Bruce McLaren, who died in 
June 1970 whilst testing a Can-Am car at Goodwood. Many of the cars 
associated with his career, both as driver and team owner, were on 
display. Of course, he was teammate to Jack Brabham in 1959 and 1960 
in the years Cooper won the Formula One Championship. The parade 
featured a Mini van with a huge spoiler on the back. This was used in the 
day to test the aerodynamics and down force generated by the rear wing.

Here’s a name to remember in the future, Peter de la Roche, a 
seventeen year old who saw off all the regulars in the Earl of March 
Trophy race for 500cc formula three cars in his Cooper-Norton.

With the activity off the track everything is designed to look in period. 
To this end a number of Minis and vans could be seen parked as part of 
the theatre. Of course, as seen over many years was the road menders’ 
pickup truck. Then there was a display celebrating Harold Radford 
conversions and our very own Coachbuilt Registrar, Steve Burkinshaw, 
was heavily involved in organising this display with other MCR members.

The paddock was home to some seven Coopers taking part in the St Mary’s 
Trophy Race. Minis appear every other year and this year particularly being 
the turn of the sixties cars. The entry list for the entire race reads like Who’s 
Who of motor racing, with no less than seven current BTCC drivers taking 
part, but also with the likes of Rauno Aaltonen, Steve Soper, Tom Kristensen, 
Tiff Needell, Mark Blundell, Jochen Mass and Jackie Oliver to name just a few.
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“Give me Goodwood on a summer’s day and you can forget the rest 
of the world” is actually a quote from Roy Salvadori and a banner 
with these words was resplendent on the main access bridge into the 
Goodwood circuit at this year’s Revival Meeting.

The Goodwood organising teams always go that extra mile to make 
sure everything is perfect and, more importantly, special. Whilst they 
have little control over the weather, even the promised rain for Sunday 
managed to stay away, as with every Goodwood Revival Meeting there 
are a number of highlights, both on and off the track.

A car which often appears in the RAC TT Celebration Race is a Cobra 
Daytona Coupe, and if you are lucky you might see two racing. These 
are quite rare beasts with only six in existence (although there are a 
few replicas). Go into the paddock and yes, all six were parked up 
alongside each other, accompanied by a number of Cobras. These cars 
all appeared each day on one of the track parades.

The Ferrari 250GT SWB, affectionately known as the ‘Breadvan’ 
because of its shape, is often seen at similar meetings but also made its 
appearance in the RAC TT race. Now this is the only one in existence 
(estimated value £15m) and appeared in practice on Friday and then 
out for qualifying on Saturday. By the end of the session it was sporting 
a redesigned offside front wing! For the race on Sunday it was sporting 
some suitably coloured red gaffer tape.

An expected highlight was to be the appearance of the Vulcan bomber 
in its final year flying. It was scheduled to appear on Saturday afternoon 

Jason Plato, Ruano Aaltonen 
and Emanuele Pirro

Michael Elkins’ Radford on the Harold Radford conversions garage displayEngine compartment – Andrew Smith/Ben Shuckburgh
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The entries for the Minis were

1 Rauno Aaltonen – Jason Stanley
5 Leopold von Bayen – Joerg Weidinger
7 Andrew Smith (replacing Sir Chris Hoy who was unwell) –   
 Ben Shuckburgh
17 Jason Plato – James Martin
20 Christian Horner – Chris Lillingstone-Price
46 Emanuele Pirro – Desmond Smail
76 Karun Chandhok – Nick Swift

On Friday there were two qualifying sessions, the first for the celebrity 
drivers (the first names on the list above) and the second for the 
owners. The first qualifying session resulted in a front row of; Gordon 
Shedden (Cortina), Frank Stippler (Alfa Romeo) and Andrew Jordan 
(Cortina). The leading Mini was Jason Plato in James Martin’s car in 12th 
position and the next Mini up was Karun Chandhok in 14th place with 
Nick Swift’s car. The race was to be held on Saturday. Of note was the 
Ford Fairlane Thunderbolt of multiple Le Mans winner Tom Kristensen, 
which sadly failed to complete a lap due to fuel problems and would 
have to start at the back of the grid.

The second session for the race to be held on Sunday was for the 
‘owners’. This resulted in a front row of Matt Neal (Cortina), Henry 
Mann (Ford Fairlane Thunderbolt) and Richard Shaw (BMW 1800). The 
leading Minis were those of Nick Swift (6th) and Jason Stanley (9th).

So, for the race on Saturday, expectation was high. The Cortinas of 
Shedden and Jordan along with the Alfa of Stippler immediately controlled 
the first three positions once the Union flag had been dropped. Lap after 
lap these three were pulling away from the rest of the field, surprisingly 
really, with the amount of place changing that was going on between 
them. Tom Kristensen, who had started at the back of the grid, was 
making excellent progress through the field. By about lap 10 he was in 
4th place starting to bridge the gap that the three leaders had opened up. 
With his pace it wouldn’t be long before he caught and passed them. By 
the time the chequered flag dropped Kristensen was just over 1 second 
ahead of Shedden, Stippler and Jordan with them finishing in that order. 
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Back in distant fifth place was Andy Priaulx in his BMW 1800 some 26 
secs behind the leaders. What of the Minis? Karun Chandhok finished 12th 
ahead of Jason Plato after a race long tussle. Christian Horner finished in 
15th place and Rauno 17th. A brilliant race and some have gone onto say 
“the best race of the modern era at Goodwood.”

With rain forecast for Sunday failing to materialise meant that any Mini giant 
killing was not going to happen. Once the flag dropped it was the usual first 
lap sorting out of positions. We did briefly see Nick Swift up into third. As 
the race settled down it was the Ford Fairlane Thunderbolt of Henry Mann 
along with the Cortina’s of Matt Neal and Mike Jordan battling for the lead 
closely followed by Richard Shaw with his BMW. Then with Alex Furani in 
the Alfa who seemed spend the whole race shadowed by Nick Swift. The 
leading three edged away and by the end of the race had a 20 second lead. 
Shaw finished 2 seconds ahead of Furani with Nick finishing 0.2 sec behind 
the Alfa. Of the other Minis, Jason Stanley was 7th, James Martin 14th with 
Chris Lillingstone-Price 15th.

Another cracking Goodwood event – not long to next year’s 
Members’ Meeting!

Robert Clayson

James Martin just ahead of Chris Lillingstone-Price Nick Swift, just on two wheels Jason Plato chases Tiff Needell

Nick Swift leads Mike Jordan et al

Karun Chandhok on the wider line, followed by Jason Plato, Christian Horner, Darren Turner, Tiff Needell and Tom Kristense



Thames Valley Region - Haynes Motor Museum
By Lee Crabb

EVENTS

It was decided some time ago to go somewhere as a region. The 
question was where?

Brooklands? No, we go there already. Brighton? No, that also falls into 
the same category. So where else could a band of Mini Cooper drivers 
go? Somewhere where the Mini is appreciated, loved and somewhere 
that had a gallery of real cars dedicated to our favourite. Haynes Motor 
Museum then.

Early plans formulated meant we opted for a tour and a bite to eat at the 
museum and the requisite numbers to make things work was 15. It was 
decided to go in the lighter evenings since, from the Thames Valley region 
to Haynes located at Sparkford, is a bit of a drive and we wanted to 
complete the visit in daylight so the date chosen was soon whittled down 
to Sunday July 5th.

Back to the number 15. Suitable adverts were placed in CooperWorld, 
the group’s facebook page and on the new club forum. Not sure how 
many of you have seen the film ‘Field of Dreams’ staring Kevin Costner, 
but one of the lines in the film is ‘If you build it they will come.’ So, with 
that mantra in place we waited for the names to roll in. I will point out 
that the first series of advertisements went out in February so, plenty 
of time to get the minimum 15 people required in order to obtain the 
group package. 

By April the numbers had accelerated to the heady total of 9. Yes, 9. I 
will refer once more to the Field of Dreams, the numbers steadily rose, 
9 became 11, which turned into 13, where it hovered and hovered for a 
while. June started and we were still a few people short, a flurry of emails 
took that number to 19 in the space of a couple of days. So we’d hit the 
magic number 15 and we were now an official tour!

For those of you who know the part of the country where the 
Haynes Museum is located will also know it is well served by the 
A303, Stonehenge and traffic jams. So, we needed an alternative 
route to explore the thrills of driving. At this point Thames Valley 
stalwarts, Robert Clayson and Ken Hunter, stepped in and prepared 
a route avoiding, where possible, the A303, but still taking in the 
beauty of the natural countryside. Not only was a route planned, 
but a ‘Tulip’ diagram road book was also produced, which was finally 
checked for accuracy a few days before we left.

The 5th of July arrived a bit damp, when has dampness ever stopped 
in Mini? Our numbers were boosted by some of our colleagues 
from Hampshire region who were going to meet us at Haynes. The 
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At The Phoenix getting ready for the start

Clive (Brooks) heads off

Cars parked up at Haynes

The Rover Cooper of Robert Clayson and Peter’s Moss DJB
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remainder met up at The Phoenix pub at the designated time and the 
crews were soon on their way. The cars set off individually with a 
window of 2 hours to arrive at the Haynes Museum. Even though the 
departure was of a random nature, some cars ‘met‘each other on the 
way and formed a small convoy.

Despite keeping off the main roads the Tulip diagram proved to be 
99% accurate and everyone arrived, as scheduled, with each crew 
experiencing only 1% of navigational/driver error. Some of the views 
over the countryside were breathtaking, and for me one of the more 
memorable sections was a tarmac road with a grass verge growing 
down the middle - not ideal if your car has a low slung cat!

Haynes had reserved a section of the car park for us and we had hoped 
to park our cars infront of the ‘see through Mini gallery’, but due to this 
area being a coach pick up point we had to make do elsewhere. 

We had a guided tour planned and our museum guide Ken showed 
us around a selection of cars ranging from classic British 50s cars to 
exotica, such as, the Delorean and the Duesenberg valued at £8m! 
With such large numbers of cars to look at it would be impossible 
to be ‘guided’ individually about each car. The group retired to one 
of the private suites for a delightful cream tea. The remainder of the 
afternoon was free for everyone to explore the museum at their 
own pace.

A few thanks to finish, firstly Haynes Motor Museum, if you haven’t 
been since its refurbishment do so, some great cars are on show there, 
also Robert and Ken for producing the road book.

Lee Crabb
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On the tour around the Museum Terry Schraider tries a GT40 for size…

The Duesenberg…

One of the Minis at the Haynes Museum

Robert Clayson makes sure Richard Pengelley knows where he is going

Ken the tour guide next to the Delorian



Beaulieu International Autojumble - Sept 2015
By Paul Sulma

EVENTS

There is a well known saying about the Beaulieu autojumble which 
goes something like this - ‘if you can’t find the part you are looking 

for anywhere else then you will find it at Beaulieu or it doesn’t exist’. 
Although I have experienced another, perhaps less known Beaulieu 
adage, which goes - ‘if you see something you might want to buy but are 
not sure if you should, don’t put it down and walk away to think it over 
as, invariably, it will have been sold when you return’!

Over the years I have been going to Beaulieu it never ceases to amaze 
me what unexpected parts and other rarities it seems to turn up year 
in year out, and I think it is partly the anticipation of not knowing what 
golden nugget you might find which you just had never expected to that 
fires me up every year to go on the ‘hunt’.

An example of the type of ‘unexpected’ part I found at this year’s 
Beaulieu was a new old stock Mk1 Morris Mini bonnet badge, complete 
with its BMC rosette logoed wrapping paper and in its wonderfully 
evocative red, white and blue BMC box. It was a gentleman from 
France who was selling it but he could not speak a word of English and 
I, conversely, could not speak a word of French. So, a young French 
boy on his stall kindly offered to translate negotiations between us 
and we eventually agreed on the bargain price of £20 for the badge. 
This was particularly satisfying since neither of the two parties in this 
transaction had to pay any fees or postage and packaging, etc! But, I 
have to admit, I was lucky to find such a nice part at a bargain price too 
since, these days, such parts are getting harder to find as the years go 
on. Contributing to this decline is everyone’s favourite internet auction 
website doing its best in filching many parts away from traditional 
autojumbles and making it even more difficult to find any bargains as the 
whole world gets a look in.

Having said that, if you do want to give the Beaulieu autojumble a 
shot and try to source the parts you need to restore your car, then be 
prepared to make an effort walking through the extensive Beaulieu 
fields of the hundreds of stalls there, but search high and low through 
each and every stall and your persistence will eventually pay off. 

One tip I would pass on is (preferably with latex gloves) to go 
rummaging right through to the bottom of any crates and boxes you see 
since, occasionally, you can find choice parts in these places. So many 
people just can’t be bothered to search through usually dirty and dusty 
boxes containing oily old parts – don’t be one of them! 

So, what other things might you see at Beaulieu should you decide 
to go? Well, there is more to see and buy than just car parts and 
this year was no exception. Of particular interest to many a Mini 
enthusiast will be the varied Mini models you could buy. On one 
stall I spotted what was, I think, the daddy of all Mini models I have 
ever seen. It was a white Mk1 Mini (see photo) which was about 2 
foot long and stood approximately 16 inches high – yours for a mere 
£6,000! If that’s too much money for you to splash out on a Mini 
model, then there was a smaller model of the cousin to the Mini a 
rare red Metro for £55. 

However, if you fancied buying a real full sized car then there was a 
small choice of Minis to buy in the car mart section of the autojumble. 
One particular car that caught my eye was a red 1974 Innocenti Mini 
Cooper priced at £14,500 but, as you will see from the photo of the 
car I took at the time, it had already been snapped up, indicated by 
the fact that it was sporting a very proud sold sign on its windscreen. If 
this car wasn’t your cup of tea then there was an extensively restored 
ex Devon Police white Mini Moke for sale for a mere £18,750 
including VAT. What the Devon Police were doing driving round in a 
Mini Moke I just can’t understand!

Finally, this year there was an air of sadness at Beaulieu as the original 
founding father of the National Motor Museum, Lord Montague, 
had sadly passed away only a few days before the weekend of the 
autojumble. It was he, apparently, that gave us the word autojumble 
as well as, of course, the concept of an autojumble and I, for one, am 
grateful to him for that.

Paul Sulma

 New Old stock Morris Mini Badge in its original BMC boxNicely turned out but quickly sold Innocenti Mini Cooper

Apparently a rare Metro Mini model car
‘ello ‘ello - an ex Devon Police 
Mini Moke for sale Possibly the largest Mini Model in the world?
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Manchester Classic Car Show
By Pete Flanagan

The second running of the Footman James Classic Car Show took place at Manchester’s Event 
City exhibition centre on the 19th/20th September. For reasons of family illness I couldn’t 

commit to attending but did manage to grab a few hours there over the weekend. Thankfully, a 
team of willing helpers was on hand to talk to show visitors and explain the cars on display. This 
team comprised mainly of the display car owners but also included, Jan and John Cooper, who 
helped with the stand ‘construction’ plus Ian and Ged Hitchman who ‘de-constructed’ it!

We had some quite notable cars this year that seemed to grab a few press headlines. First off 
was Paul Bates’ ex Paddy Hopkirk 1966 Flowers rally car (and subsequent Works recce car), 
originally registered GRX 309D from new, it’s been owned by Paul for several decades and still 
in it’s ‘as found’ state. Paul came along with Dave Johnson and Martin Price who all manned the 
stand over the weekend. Another rally car, albeit much more presentable, was brought along 
by Mike Doddsworth who I am also grateful to for helping out over the weekend. 

Lots of attention was also given to Bernie Griffin’s humble 1967 Mk1 Morris Mini over the 
weekend, more so due to the car being an unrestored delivery mileage example with only 
271 miles on the clock! The car was purchased new in January 1968 for the first owner 
to learn to drive in, but, alas, it never turned a wheel. It still has its first tax disc on the 
windscreen and the service book shows it is still due a first service! Last, but not least, and 
to bring even more variety to the line up I brought along my ’66 ex Janspeed Unipower GT.

The Manchester show does have a long way to go before it reaches the scale of the NEC 
show, and let’s be realistic, it never will, but it’s essential to support events like this in the 
North and by all accounts things bode well for organiser, Andy Rouse, as visitor numbers 
were very much on the up. Very few MCR members were seen over the weekend but let’s 
hope that all changes in 2016. See you next year!

Pete Flanagan

Bernie Griffin’s unique delivery mileage Morris Mini

Still running in!

1966 Unipower GT race car of Pete Flanagan Mike Doddsworth Works rally replica

The ex Hopkirk Flowers rally car

Mike Doddsworth’s Works replica

EVENTS
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Rally Day at Castle Combe
By Jim Partridge
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The MCR were well represented at the recent rally day held 
at the Castle Combe race circuit. The late summer sunshine 

brought out a crowd of over 10,000 rally fans to see a vast collection 
of impressive historic and modern rally cars.

At one point a Mini was on the track following a Metro 6R4 while 
being chased by current WRC star driver, Elfyn Evans, in a £500,000 
Fiesta RS WRC.

Three cars from the MCR were invited to take part as ‘feature Cars’. 
Peter Moss brought along DJB 92B his 1964 Works Cooper S. This 
very original Makinen, Hopkirk and Fall car was much admired in 
the paddock. It was parked amongst some impressive cars from the 
Slowly Sideways Club, but DJB always seemed to have the largest 
crowd around it.

Jumping Jeff Williamson thrilled the crowd with his usual driving 
style in his Clubman 1275 GT. This car looks exactly how a rally Mini 
should look in my opinion.

John Partridge (my son) gave R13 GPN, the ex-Plant Brothers 
/ Terry Colley Rover Rally car its first run out in anger for many 
years. This was the first Mini John sat in when he was 12 years old. 
Many years later he tracked the car down, bought it, and restored 
it to its original condition when it ran in the Network Q and Rally 
Australia.

Also taking part was a car I had not seen before a Morris Cooper S 
registered 528 EMO. Unfortunately, this car suffered electrical and fuelling 
problems at high revs and only managed one lap of the rally circuit.

As with previous years the Rally Minis are always a popular attraction 
at this event.

Jim Partridge

DJB 92B 1966 Circuit of Ireland Overall Winner
Jumping Jeff’s Clubman 1275 
GT lined up on the Grid 528 EMO built in the 1990s for Paddy Hopkirk

John Partridge in action on the track 
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The National Mini Show Stanford Hall 
Sunday 13th September 2015 By Jerry Filor

I imagine all organisers of outdoor car shows have the 
same worries about the possible problems caused by 

the weather. Prior to Sunday the forecast seemed to be 
teetering between sunny periods and heavy showers 
which I know can put off some classic car owners from 
attending outdoor shows.

Another drawback of older cars is mechanical 
vulnerability as I, unfortunately, found in losing Peter 
Machin’s 1963 1071 Cooper S and Peter Hobby’s 1964 
Austin Mini Cooper from my display for this reason. 
Additionally, Patrick Walker was feeling unwell so his 
regular crowd pleaser Works Mini 977 ARX was denied 
me too. I hope you are feeling better soon Patrick. The 
final problem for me was the concours competition. 
I knew I had lost two cars to this category before the 
event, and yet another went on the day but more of 
that later.

Back to the day itself, it actually turned out to be a 
lovely day, with no wind or rain to spoil it as feared. 
David Arthur and his son Tom helped me put up the 
gazebo. David told me about their recent run around 
Kent on The Dunkirk Spirit run in their 1997 Rover 
Cooper P885 KOP. Then additional cars started arriving 
and in no particular order we filled our stand with 
exceptional cars as usual. Regular attendees, Mervyn 
and Karen Holsey, arrived with JYV 842D, their red and 
black Mk1 Cooper S, and a seemingly bottomless bag of 
cable ties to attach the MCR banners. Just as well they 
did since when the gazebo was up and staked down I 
realised that the roof wasn’t on the right way with the 
holes to the front.

Richard Humphreys again had his Britax replica VYT 
962G, always a crowd pleaser, and then Don and Julie 
Farr came along in APC 95H, a Mk2 Mini Cooper 
S and, again, in lovely condition it was too. Nick 
Hunter brought the right car this year, EWA 172H 
a Mk2 Cooper S. Robert Needham had H11 00W 
a 1990 Cooper RSP with only 6,000 miles on the 
clock. Interestingly, during a conversation with him he 
mentioned that he had owned Nick Hunter’s car thirty 
years ago. Then Harvey Rogers has replaced his Mini 35 
with a red Mk1 Mini Cooper registered 427 CAH.
Fittingly, MCR 1275 GT Registrar, Alan Clark, brought 
his 1972 GT registered VTM 956K but couldn’t resist 
moving in with the three GT’s in the concours category. 
Simon Grudge had BDF 257B, a white Austin Mini 
Super Deluxe formerly fitted with an 850cc engine but 
now with an MG 1100 one instead. Matt Slator had his 
fresh from restoration grey and black Mini Clubman 
Countryman registered FGK 485T. Engine wise it had 
a 1340cc block with a BMW K1100 head in a very neat 
self done installation. The whole car was set off by the 
Dunlop alloys with bronze inserts and unique caps. A 
late substitute was Julie Preston with her anthracite 
Rover MPI registration number T276 EJB, nicely set off 
by its silver roof. I have an apology to make to the final 
substitute on the MCR display stand as I didn’t get the 
name of the owner of a lovely deep purple Mini Cooper 
S with a Benelite grill.

Of the three members that took part in the concours 
competition, two were placed, and although Alan 
Clark’s car was not placed he gained some useful 
information for his CooperWorld column. Then Paul 
Preston with his stunning stripped out Yamaha R1 

bike engined Riley Elf came second in the Custom Mini Class. Whilst Martin 
Grewcock came first in the modified Mini class with his beautifully executed 
former Rover Spi, now with a Weber carburetor and custom interior.

Throughout the day it was gratifying to see members talking freely about their cars 
and answering questions from enthusiasts who were, perhaps, just starting out on a 
renovation project themselves, who might like to be on the stand next year.

And finally, some comments overheard on the day, some thought provoking, and 
some humorous, I hope, under the following headings:

Most thoughtful.
If we look after our cars they will outlast us, we are just custodians to enjoy them 
while we have them, and then we pass them on to the next owner.

The hardest decision.
I really wanted to keep them both, but I had to sell my Mini 35 to buy the Mk1 
Cooper I’ve always wanted.

The two least likely categories attributed to a Mini.
It was built for comfort not for speed.

Biggest lost investment opportunity.
A chap came into part exchange his Mk1 Renault Clio Williams with 50,000 miles 
on the clock. He was looking for £1,500 (Yes, only £1,500) but book price was way 
below that so a deal wasn’t done.

Gaffe of the day.
Person A: I had my Mini doing 100 miles per hour down the motorway here today. 
The speedometer read 110 but the sat nav gave a genuine 100 reading.
Person B: Where was this?
Person A: On the M1. 
Person B: How many revs were you pulling?
Person A: It was off the clock; anyway you are asking a lot of questions, you don’t 
work for the Police do you?
Person B: As a matter of fact I do.
Person A: Which section?
Person B: I’m a Traffic Officer.
(No prizes for guessing what comes next as nobody would get it right).

Jerry Filor
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Book Review − Factory-Original Mini Mk1 and Mk2 
By Robert Young

This lavishly illustrated large format coffee table book has been extensively 
researched by the author, the classic car historian James Taylor, and 

beautifully photographed by Simon Clay with over 300 specially commissioned 
colour photographs - and will, I’m sure, quickly become one of the ‘must 
have’ Mini books when one comes to researching or restoring any of the Mini 
Mk1 or Mk2 cars. Much as John Parnell’s masterful tome on the Original Mini 
Cooper and Cooper S is still, many years after its publication, referred to and 
quoted continually, I’m sure this book will soon achieve the same status.

The book covers over 216 glossy pages of all of the Mk1 and Mk2 cars from 
the early 1959 cars up to 1969 and the end of the Mk2 production run. The 
book however, includes not only the standard Mini but also encompasses 
the Elf, Hornet, Pick-Up, Estates and Moke as well as our Mini Coopers. 
The level of detail, gleaned from contemporary parts book and production 
records is of huge value. Part number changes for numerous common parts 
is a welcome addition and satisfies the demand of many Mini enthusiast who 
seek out the finer detail to get their cars just right. It is also, as a piece of 
research, a catalogue of the many small and relatively insignificant changes 
that took place between, what we often consider to be, common parts 
across the Mini range. Paint code details, interior trim combinations and 
available accessories are all covered in equal detail, as are the identification 
of the vast array of engines that were fitted to these cars over the period, 
plus a very useful dating aids section, which allows the reader to date glass 
and cars from chassis number groupings. There is also an interesting section 
on the differing specification of export models.

Factory-Original Mini 
Mk1 and Mk2
By James Taylor
Published by Herridge & 
Sons
ISBN: 978-1-906133-66-5
Published price £40

Without doubt, this colourful and well presented book will quickly 
become a major reference for the Mini for those seeking details of 
the cars between the ten year span of Mk1 and Mk2 cars. There is 
something for everyone in this book. It is highly recommended and 
one that every Mini enthusiast should have on their bookshelf and one 
that will be constantly referred to. With Christmas now just around 
the corner, the publishers have offered MCR members an exclusive 
discount of £5 off the published price, it will be signed by the author and 
dispatched post free. See the flyer in this issue of CooperWorld. This is 
the best Mini book of the year by far.

Robert Young
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FOR MORE DETAILS OF THESE AND OUR FULL PRODUCT RANGE SEE OUR WEBSITE

www.swiftune.com
ORDER ON-LINE OR CONTACT OUR MAIL ORDER TEAM ON

+44 (0) 1233 850843 OR sales@swiftune.com

Exclusive supplier of Quaife
Mini Transmissions

The legendary SW5 Camshaft available 
in four different money saving kits

Exclusive Retro-style
Flywheel & Backplate

CSI Electronic
Distributors with
exclusive Swiftune

ignition curves

classicline*
INSURANCE

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.

FOR LITTLE RISKS

Our policies come with some great benefits as standard:
Agreed values (for vehicles over 5 years old). 
Limited mileage discounts; the less you use your car, the less you pay. 
Multi-vehicle policies; we can insure multiple cars at extra discount.  
Free club arranged track days; all other track days are on a referable basis. 
Breakdown cover included on all our policies. 
Extra club discounts for being a member of the Mini Cooper Register.
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LETTERS
Mini to Ireland 

A big thank you to everyone involved in Minis to Ireland 2015. Notably, 
Hugh and Jan Wyllie for planning a great route, Robert and Lesley for 
efficient and helpful admin, Emma, Mary and Kevin Donovan’s diligent 
work in the sweeper car and service van. I will remember this year’s 
event for the warm welcome we received and the camaraderie of fellow 
entrants which made the evenings in the bar the most enjoyable ever!

Thank you all

Colin Woodage

Mini to Maxi in seven days 

The most recent Mini foray, to the beautiful south west of Ireland, 
described as a ‘Touring Assembly’, was really a subterfuge for a 
gourmet extravaganza of the highest order.

With a daily format of full English buffet breakfast, pit stop, - 
sorry coffee break, complete with delicious freshly made scones 
topped with butter, jam and cream (on both halves), followed by 
lunch which was soup and sandwiches. That only cleared lunch 
time. In the afternoon a second pit stop - afternoon tea, usually 
accompanied by some kind of cake or cookie, then to round off the 
day a four or five course dinner. Wow!!

Of course, all this food intake left one rather dry so the 
accompaniment of a glass or two of Guinness, which tastes far 
better than that from the UK or elsewhere, followed by a nice drop 
of red, restored the equilibrium.

Imagine that for seven days, it was obvious on the return journey 
that the ‘real’ Minis were bulging at the seams; we broke the seat 
mounting on our car! Thankfully our respective partners will assist 
with our diets for the immediate future, otherwise?

What a fantastic trip, the organisers did a tremendous job with 
the route, incorporating some of the special stages from previous 
Circuit of Ireland rally stages, which it was a privilege to enjoy.

So, it took just seven days to go from Mini to Maxi but it will take much 
longer to return to Mini once more, but thank you to everyone for 
making it such a great trip.

Nick Weir

Minis to Ireland 

Dear Mr Chairman,

As first time attendees to this club trip to Ireland, we thought we would 
write to express our thanks to all the team that put so much hard work 
and time into making the whole trip so enjoyable and very special.

Having been on quite a few commercial overseas tours, the quality 
of the rally book, hotels and general organisation was superior and at 
half the cost, so many congratulations to the Mini Cooper Register.

Even though we did not have proper Minis (ours being Cooper 
S Works GPs) we very much enjoyed the friendliness that was 
extended to us by the proper Mini Cooper S owners on the event.

We look forward 
to doing further 
events with the 
Club in the future.

Peter and 
Glynis Lansdale
Mike and Sue Revell

In memory of − Hywel Thomas

A name probably not known to many readers of this legendary Welsh navigator, co-driver, organiser 
and results service man, Hywel Thomas, has died at the age of 72. Known as ‘Hywel The Mac’ 

because he preferred a mac to a rally jacket, he became famous throughout the 1960s navigating for 
many of the top Welsh drivers in a wide variety of cars. 

A native of Neath, Hywel was a founder member of the Port Talbot Motor Club and had outright victories 
on many of the now iconic Motoring News rallies of the 1960s including the Gremlin, Nutcracker and 
Dursley. By the end of the sixties he was a regular international competitor too, which included competing 
in the 1970 World Cup Rally in a Hillman Hunter and on the Monte Carlo in an Avenger which ended 
abruptly when they plunged off the side of an Alp. His list of events included; six Monte Carlo rallies, the 
Coupe des Alpes, the Acropolis, several Safaris’s and even the Himalayan Rally with Phillip Young.
 
After I bought his old rally car 776 VDE, it was Hywel that I managed to track down first and who put 
me in touch with VDE’s driver, Alun Rees. Hywel had competed on numerous events with Alun in VDE 
and couldn’t wait to see the car again, amazed that it had survived. He thought it was now a bit soft as 
it had a roof lining, carpets and interior trim.
 
In the late 1980s Hywel was responsible for one of the first historic rallies, The Port Talbot Motor 
Club Classic Rally, which later became the Edmonds Classic Tour and went on to become part of 
the Top Gear Historic Championship. He also competed from time to time on historic events such 
as the Targa Rusticana.
 
An IT specialist by profession, Hywel more recently developed his own Rally Results International 
Service providing a high standard results service for international and national events.

By Simon Wheatcroft

Hywel Llewelyn Thomas
Born 12thOctober 1942 
Died 16th September 2015

Simon Wheatcroft

Hywel reunited with 776 VDE at the 
PTMC Classic Rally in 1989
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FORUM PHOTO COMPETITION Winner

The Winner is:
Island Blue’s ‘Poppys on The South 
Downs’.
A lovely picture postcard.

Moke
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Mini Cooper Register Bournemouth Weekend
29th January – 31st January 2016, Hinton Firs Hotel

Hi All

How quick a year has gone – and how soon the preparations of 
this weekend have come round.

Just a reminder for all who pre-booked from the 2015 event if you 
haven’t already been contacted by the hotel for your deposit they 
should be in touch shortly or please make contact with the hotel 
on 01202 555409 to pay your deposit, it will speed things up for 
the hotel and make the process easier for all. A deposit of £20 per 
person will be required.

This means for all those who haven’t booked and are interested 
need to contact the hotel as any remaining rooms will be allocated 
on a first come first served basis from November 1st.

For those of you who haven’t yet experienced this weekend event 
please try and join us – it is a great way to meet up with fellow 
members in lovely surroundings and a scenic location – it certainly 
makes a refreshing change during otherwise miserable winter 
months. I can guarantee you will enjoy it.

The weekend will take its usual format kicking off with a guest 
speaker on Friday night, and then starting with a short road run 
on Saturday Morning ending at a place of local interest followed 

by a KWIZZ Saturday afternoon ahead of the candlelit dinner 
Saturday evening with a fundraising raffle with very generously 
donated prizes of which proceeds go to a nominated worthy 
cause followed by evening entertainment. Then the weekend is 
finished on Sunday with a hearty breakfast and followed by a filling 
Sunday Lunch to fuel your tank for your journey’s home!!! Whilst 
waiting for Sunday Lunch during the Sunday morning there will 
be a chance to take a stroll along the sea-front taking or relax in 
the hotel – whichever you prefer!!! There will also be a chance 
to purchase hand-made jewellery and other items which may be 
available for purchase.

Dress code for Saturday evening is as announced at this year’s 
event is “black tie/formal wear” but of course this is not at all 
compulsory but just adds to the experience of the weekend!!!!

If you have any queries or would like to contribute towards 
the weekend in any way or have any special requests – I always 
appreciate any volunteers who come forward to help make the 
weekend great for all of us please of course contact me on 07950 
753299 or 07910 901462.

Best Regards

Josh Bromage
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Telephone 01984 629540
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 

 

 

  

 

BRYAN PURVES LTD 
MINI ‘WORKS’ REPLICA SPECIALIST 
T: 01342 315009      E: bryan@bryanpurves.co.uk 

Years of experience and skill has spread our reputation throughout the world. At the heart of this success lies a commitment to creating quality 
products that are a pleasure to own. CRAFTSMANSHIP: The essential principles remain the same: Quality, Strength, Style and Performance  
In addition our specialist services include; Electroplating, Hood Manufacture, Interior Trimming, Upholstery 

We have over 100 mini related items for sale on our website – here is a small selection 

To view our complete stock visit our website www.bryanpurves.co.uk 

 

  

 
Roll Cage – John Aley  

Non FIA 

 
BMC Mud-flaps – 
manufactured in rubber to 
original dimensions 

 

 

 
Dynalite Lucas C40 Type 

 

 
 
 

 

“Due to the relocating of premises we will be 
closed for business until 30th September 2015

During this period please contact via email
bryan@bryanpurves.co.uk”

Competition Semi Synthetic 
Millers Engine Oil – CTV 20W50



Whether you were at Goodwood Revival or watching the live 
stream in far off Australia or the USA, there is no doubt that 

some great racing took place. Best part being that it wasn’t just about 
cubic horsepower. Be it a Cooper S strapped to the back of an Alfa 
GTA or five hundred C.C.s of air-cooled motorcycle engine fitted to 
a Cooper chassis or others such as Kieft, there was some great dicing 
and, unfortunately, a few mishaps. Just like it was nearly 70 years ago 
when the 500 movement sprung from a war starved motor racing 
base. It was also good to see Mike Cooper flying the flag for the family 
firm at the Revival.

‘The 500 Club’ as it was initially christened all those years ago, 
brought together amateur enthusiasts with a fertile mind and ‘hands 
on’ ability to create a small, motorcycle-engined racing car. Although 
one has to say some were more successful than others. Bringing about 
IOTA, the official 500 Club magazine, helped promote the movement 
across the UK and, to some extent, the globe. It certainly helped 
feed information to the likes of Australian Motor Sports magazine to 
republish for its readers with a specials movement soon starting down 
under. The ensuing decade giving encouragement for the likes of the 
Tauranac brothers, Ron and Austin, Bruce Walton and many others to 
build their own cars. Mixing it with the production Cooper racing cars 
that had begun arriving here in early 1950.

As the war years were left behind and things began to be more 
prosperous, internationally things changed substantially in 1959 with 
the Formula Junior cars coming along to take over what had been 
the mantle of the 500cc F3 movement. Out of fashion, the older cars 
were pushed to the back of barns and sheds to be forgotten, or, as 
had always been the case, found their way to the Hillclimb tracks to 
try out for fastest time of the day.

Fast forwarding a few decades and here in Australia there was a call to 
arms in the late 1990s from noted Australian motor racing historian, 
Graham Howard, to gather together the air-cooled brigade. From this 
‘Loose Fillings’ sprang to life with Graham, Terry Wright and Garry 
Simkin joining forces to keep fellow air-cooled enthusiasts informed, 
gather information and tell long forgotten snippets of essentially 
Australian and New Zealand air-cooled racing history. One could 
almost say an ‘IOTA’ for the new millennium. 

Time marches on and, unfortunately, Graham passed away in 
March 2013, while Terry and Garry continue with Loose Fillings – 
the most recent issue bringing with it two major pieces of news. 
Firstly, going all high-tech with the new http://loosefillings.com/ 
website where you can visit and download each issue free of 
charge. The other news being Terry’s new book Power Without 
Glory: Racing the Big-Twin Cooper. Due to be published as 
this issue of CooperWorld hits your letterbox by the team at 
Lavenham Press – production/printer of what you’re currently 
reading. So, you can be assured this hard-bound, premium paper 
edition, featuring 352 pages and over 300 colour and duotone 
images, will be quality throughout. Print run will be a once only 
500 copies for worldwide distribution direct from Lavenham’s in 
the UK.

By Terry’s own admission, the book is the culmination of “Enjoying 
nearly 50 years of casual motorsport with a variety of ‘JAP’ engines.” 
That involvement began when “I raced my Morgan three-wheeler at 
a Silverstone club meeting in 1969. In Australia I raced a JAP engined 
sidecar in historic racing for many years and eventually bought the cars 
of Australia’s great hillclimb champion 1958-63, Bruce Walton. Both of 
these cars, one a special built by Bruce and the other a Mk8 Cooper have 
V-twin JAP engines.” 

Being a UK born Australian, Terry has raced and hillclimbed the 
Walton-JAP and Cooper-JAP throughout Australia, Britain and Europe. 
During the course of playing with all these JAP-powered machines, 
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OLD STUFF − Stephen DaltonCOOPER
When Charles Cooper and his son John built their first racing car in 1946  
little did they realize they were embarking on one of motor racing’s greatest 
design revolutions.

Two of their first customers were to be amongst Britain’s greatest drivers, the 
young Stirling Moss and the even younger Peter Collins. Cooper cars gave them 
an affordable start when they were barely old enough to have a licence. 

Then the world motorcycle speed record JAP 8/80 V-twin engine was put in the 
back of the Cooper. With this brilliant combination of power and lightness, Moss, 
Collins and others set out to do battle against the front-engined might of Ferrari, 
Maserati and others.

The big-twin Cooper went on to dominate British hillclimbing during the 1950’s.  
The 1954 chassis was the prototype of the mid-engined design which swept 
Coopers to Formula 1 championship wins in 1959 and 1960. 

This book is a new look at the early history of the modern racing car. It explores 
the influences behind the first Coopers, looking back through the history of world 
record motorcycles, hillclimb and sprint specials and dirt-track speedway cars. 

The Cooper’s mating with the V-twin JAP, and how the engine and the chassis 
developed, are illustrated by never before published factory drawings and 
hundreds of photographs. The racing and hillclimbing of the early post-war  
years are covered in depth. 

Cooper cars played a major part in propelling Britain into a leading position in  
world motorsport. Power Without Glory tells the story of how it all began.

‘It’s amazing to think that a little motor racing company grew to become the world’s 
largest manufacturer of pure-bred racing cars, and I am delighted to see this untold 
part of the Cooper story in print.’ 

Mike Cooper

Author Terry Wright has owned 
Morgan three-wheelers, raced 
JAP-engined motorcycles and 
hillclimbed the supercharged 
Cooper Mk8 (above at Shelsley 
Walsh) of Australia’s great hillclimb 
champion Bruce Walton (below at 
Templestowe).

He has written extensively on 
motorcycle racing and motorsport 
history and divides his time 
between Australia and Britain.

This book is a new look  
at the early history of the modern 
racing car. It explores the influences 
behind the first Coopers including 
the JAP V-twin engine’s success in 
powering world motorcycle record 
breakers, hillclimb and sprint specials 
and dirt track speedway cars. 

The engine and chassis designs and 
the racing and hillclimbing of the early 
post-war years are covered in depth. 

While the pedigree of the modern 
racing car can be traced back to the 
famous marques of France, Germany 
and Italy, its clearest line of descent 
can be said to have started with the 
boy racers of southern California and 
the special builders of middle England. 

When Charles and John Cooper 
mated their offspring with the racing 
engines of John Prestwich a new 
breed emerged. Motor racing was 
never to be the same again. 

£55.00

THE EARLY YEARS  
• Harry Hartz • Raymond Mays   

• Eric Fernihough • Harry Skirrow   
• Basil Davenport  • Joe Fry   

• Stirling Moss • Peter Collins  
• Harry Schell • Ken Wharton 

• Raymond Sommer 

TERRY WRIGHT

POWER WITHOUT GLORY
Racing the Big-Twin Cooper

POW
ER W

ITHOUT GLORY

Ken Wharton exits Top Ess at Shelsley Walsh on 10 June 1950 
Stilltime Collection

TERRY W
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H
T

Dustjacket - Ken Wharton at Shelsley Walsh June 1950 

Terry Wright’s Book - 
Power without   
the Glory

Stirling Moss, big-twin Cooper JAP, Isle of Man, 26 May 
1949. He nearly won the race but a magneto drive failed.

John Cooper with the new model Mk5 Cooper December 1950
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Terry found himself “Asking questions about the early Coopers. What 
were the origins of their mating with JAP V-twin record-breaking motorcycle 
engines? How did these engines and the chassis develop and perform? 
What was their impact on the motor racing of the 1940s and 1950s? This 
book sets out to answer and expand on these and other questions about 
one of the most radical ventures in the history of motorsport.

The early Cooper racing cars and their successors were exceptional 
examples of clever, pleasing and cost-effective design. But they didn’t 
just emerge from nowhere as a brainchild of Charles and John Cooper 
when they built a car in 1946 for the new 500cc racing class. As with any 
innovation, its origins lay with a number of influences and antecedents. 

Other books have dealt with some of the influences that are relevant to 
the Cooper – motorcycle race and record engines, hillclimbing and speed 
trials, voiturette and cyclecar racing, speedway on two and four wheels and 
‘home-built’ specials of various ancestries. In the first part of this book I 
have set out to examine and further explore the contribution of these to 
the Cooper’s conception. 

Of primary significance was the once all-powerful British motorcycle 
industry and particularly the part of it that provided engines for 
companies all over the world to make motorcycles. Foremost amongst 
these was JA Prestwich and Company of Tottenham, London which built 
engines that others turned into world record breakers and that eventually 
powered the early Coopers.

The JAP engine is a motorcycle legend but very little is known about it 
in car circles, which was one of the reasons I decided to include it in the 
history of the Cooper’s antecedents pre WW2. I then expanded this 
background work to include a number of other prewar developments which 
were instrumental in the birth of the Cooper racing car – hillclimb specials 
and speedway cars - both of which made extensive use of the JAP.

The book project gathered momentum around 2010 and as Terry 
writes, took far more hours than he expected as he went about 
recording the origins and events of the big-twin Cooper. “Initially 
by searching all the magazines of the day, The Motor, The Autocar, 
Autosport, Motor Sport, The Light Car and the 500 Club’s IOTA, I 
put together a list of big-twin-engined cars, drivers and venues over 
the period 1948-1962. Most of this was done in libraries in the UK 
each year from 2010-2014, with follow-up work back home in Sydney. 
I interviewed most of the surviving drivers in the UK. I collected 
photographs from the best sources around the world including the 
archives of Guy Griffiths, Louis Klemantaski, George Phillips, Autocar, 
and Motor Sport.” 

Terry had his draft finished in July 2014 and then spent another year 
“editing, chasing up loose ends and finalizing photographs. So, it’s been 
about five year’s work and at the very least it has taken as much as a 
complete rebuild of a car - probably 2000 hours - and far more than I 
ever expected.” He brought Lavenham’s on board to bring the project 
to self-funded fruition. Having done the hard yards, and although 
it’s not set in stone, there is also potential for another volume to be 
published to cover the efforts of all those hillclimb tracks Coopers 
visited around the world.

Given this book is devoted so much to Cooper, it’s pleasing to see that 
the third generation of the Coopers, Mike, has penned the Foreword 
as a nice tribute to his dad and grandad whose innocent enough 
1946 efforts, in that little Surbiton workshop, began the Cooper 
phenomenon. 

For further details and to view sample pages of the book visit http://
loosefillings.com/ where you can also click the ‘BUY NOW’ function to 
initiate securing your copy.

I just need to work out the logistics of a Mike Cooper and Terry Wright 
signed copy! 

Stephen Dalton
Photos - S Dalton
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Big-twin JAP of 1949 in a Cooper. This engine had iron 
heads which were the same as the speedway engine, but 
later models had cast aluminium heads. 

Close up shot of Terry in the Cooper 500

Terry Wright in the Walton Cooper at the Shelsley Walsh 
centenary meeting in August 2005

Goodwood Cooper team 2015
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A record number of classic Minis made the trip to the Isle of 
Man for this year’s rally.

The organisers added a class (RC7) especially for classic Minis with the 
promise that if we got at least 10 cars to enter, the winning car would 
get a free entry for 2016. As the event counted for 2 rounds of the ‘Old 
Stager’ championship which incorporated the ‘Mini Cup’, I did my best 
with help from Clive King to persuade the other competitors to make 
the trip to the event.

The organisers were delighted to get so many Minis and provided us 
with our own service area so we could help and wind each other up!

The result was a record 11 Minis in the RC7 Mini class and 1 in class 
RC1 for cars up to 1967 in the MSA championship. Seen here below are 
the Minis and drivers lined up in the sunshine after scrutineering in front 
of the TT Grandstand along with Daniel Harper’s BMW Mini.

Of the 11 cars entered 4 crews had come all the way from Japan to 
compete. Joining Manx regulars, Shinobu Kitani and Yoshinao Tsuchiya, 
were, Koji Yabe and Sumida Osamu, making their first visit. They are 
a very enthusiastic group to come to IOM to enjoy some of the best 
closed road stages in the UK.

As per the last 3 years we stayed in the apartment above Ian Corkills 
‘Motorhouse’ which has an eye watering collection of classic Mk1, 2 and 
3 Minis as well as classic Fords. Picture below shows our MiniSpares 
Cooper S getting up close and personal with Ian’s Minis.

Graham Carter and I spent Wednesday completing the recce of all the 
stages and checking the Patterson pace notes. We have used descriptive 
notes in the past but found it takes too long for Graham to get the 
info out, so we changed to numbers 1 to 9 describing the severity of 
the corners with ‘9’ equivalent to 90 degrees. This was a revelation 
and worked brilliantly. As an example, Stage 13 ‘Castle-Rushen’ was 
repeated in the same conditions at night as last year, and over 5.08 miles 
we were quicker by 19 seconds! Apart from the Stage 1 Super Special 
along the Douglas seafront and the night run thro’ Castletown, these 
were the only stages repeated from last year. Of the 180 stage miles, 
46 miles were run in the dark on Thursday and Friday night, both nights 
finishing around midnight.

120 crews assembled for the start opposite the Villa Marina for the 
side by side Super Special at around 7pm on Thursday with around 200 
spectators lining the barriers to watch the action get under way.

Top Isle of Man Mini driver, Adrian Kermode, (above) stalled on the 
hairpin and lost 22 seconds with Clive King fastest of the rest and 3 

COMPETITION

Rally Isle of Man 2015
By Peter Horsburgh

Kodai Okano getting enthusiastically involved
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seconds quicker than ourselves and Pete Ellerby. For the remainder of 
the rally Adrian was quickest Mini on all the stages, and by SS17 had a 
lead over the next in class (Graham and I) of over 5 minutes.

At the end of Thursday night with 15 wet and damp stage miles 
completed in the dark the class RC 7 positions were:

1 48 Adrian 
Kermode

Maurice 
Beckett

Mini RC7  0:21:41.3 Diff Diff to 
1st 

2 80 Clive 
King

Anton 
Bird

Austin 
Cooper S

RC7  0:23:11.9 0:01:30. 0:01:30.

3 87 Peter 
Ellerby

Paul 
Price

Morris Mini 
Mk1

RC7  0:23:29.2 0:00:17. 0:01:47.

4 77 Peter 
Horsburgh

Graham 
Carter

Morris Mini 
Cooper S

RC7  0:23:30.2 0:00:01. 0:01:48.

5 106 Andrew 
O'Hanlon

Brian 
Hodgson

Austin Mini 
Cooper S

RC7  0:25:04.4 0:01:34. 0:03:23.

6 109 Shinobu 
Kitani

Hiroko 
Kitani

BMC Austin 
Mini Cooper 
'S' Mk1 1275

RC7  0:25:25.0 0:00:20. 0:03:43.

7 117 Shane 
Gamble

Paul 
Kendrick

Morris Mk1 
Cooper S

RC7  0:25:51.9 0:00:26. 0:04:10

8 107 Yoshinao 
Tsuchiya

Ritsuro 
Okano

BMC Morris 
Mini Cooper 
Mk1

RC7 1:00. 0:26:57.4 0:01:05. 0:05:16.

9 108 Osamu 
Sumida

Asako 
Sumida

British 
Leyland Mini 
Cooper 'S'

RC7 1:00. 0:30:09.2 0:03:11. 0:08:27.

10 86 Kevin 
William 
Haselden

Cat 
Lund

Mini Cooper 
Mk1

RC7  S 0:42:53.5 Major engine 
issues

Clearly, we had been too cautious, especially over the very bumpy SS3 
Rhenab, King and Ellerby shared the fastest times behind Kermode.

Friday morning started bright and sunny and the heavy rain around 
Douglas the previous night had left a bit of standing water but this was 
quickly drying out.

The first stage was a new one – ‘King Edward’s Bay’ 3 miles. Clive and 
I were only a second apart but Pete Ellerby lost it on some slippy tram 
tracks and got a maximum. We were determined to pull time back with 
the notes working well and took 12 seconds out of Clive on the 11.5 
miles Dollagh stage, only for him to return the favour on Little London 
SS9 and take the 12 seconds back!

The scenery (above) as we queue for the King Edwards Bay stage.

Action picture (above) as we exit Sartfield Hairpin courtesy of 
Manxmotorsport Photos, to see action pics of the other Minis go to their web 
site: http://www.manxmotorsportphotos.co.uk/rally-isle-of-man-2015-day-2.

At the end of the daylight stages we were 23 seconds behind Clive 
and now 3rd in class, with Shonobu Kitani next 5 minutes adrift in 4th 
closely followed by Andrew O’Hanlon and Pete Ellerby.

(Discussion and action in the service area above.)

We had 30 miles of stages 12 to 16 to complete in the dark on Friday 
night starting with the traditional run thro’ Castletown streets, but 
missing out the hairpin round the monument which was undergoing 
adjacent roadworks. Shane Gamble’s recently purchased Cooper S 
stopped before the action got underway.

 We were unable to close the gap to Clive’s 8 port Mini until, sadly, his 
clutch gave out on SS15 Chibbanagh ending our most enjoyable battle 
and leaving us 2nd in class at the end of the night. We arrived back at 
the Grandstand service area at quarter to midnight and positions were:
 

1 48 Adrian 
Kermode

Maurice 
Beckett

Mini RC7  1:53:52.9 Diff Diff to 
1st 

2 77 Peter 
Horsburgh

Graham 
Carter

Morris Mini 
Cooper S

RC7  1:59:11.4 0:05:18 0:05:18

3 87 Peter 
Ellerby

Paul Price Morris Mini 
Mk1

RC7  2:06:00.1 0:06:48 0:12:07

4 106 Andrew 
O'Hanlon

Brian 
Hodgson

Austin Mini 
Cooper S

RC7 2:00. 2:08:03.9 0:02:0 0:14:11

5 109 Shinobu 
Kitani

Hiroko 
Kitani

BMC Austin 
Mini Cooper 
'S' Mk1 1275

RC7  S 2:13:40.0 0:05:36 0:19:47

6 107 Yoshinao 
Tsuchiya

Ritsuro 
Okano

BMC Morris 
Mini Cooper 
Mk1

RC7 1:00. 2:17:52.6 0:04:12 0:23:59.

7 108 Osamu 
Sumida

Asako 
Sumida

British Ley-
land Mini

RC7 1:00. S 3:23:50.8 1:05:58 1:29:57

Saturday was sunny and dry again and we were in the strange position 
of 6 minutes behind Adrian and 6 minutes ahead of Pete Ellerby, 
so what strategy for the day? Go as fast as we can and enjoy the 6 
remaining stages to the full!

COMPETITION
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We extended our lead over 3rd by another minute on the first 3 stages 
as Ellerby’s car was still not handling right after his earlier off. The final 
day always brings more dramas, and the first being the sight of Kermode 
stopped on SS 18 with terminal electrical issues ending a masterclass of 
how to drive a Mini on the Isle of Man. So, we inherited the class lead 
and with a large gap to the next in class we did ease off slightly. Then 
SS19 brought more drama with Shinobu and Hiroko Kitani out with a 
suspected broken idler gear in the gearbox and their fellow Japanese 
crew of Osamu and Asako Sumida also stopping on the stage. Then Pete 
Ellerby went out, rolling the car on SS20 to end a very eventful rally on 
his return to stage rallying this year.

Above Pete Ellerby

Above Shinobu and Hiroko Kitani

Above Clive King and Anton Bird

We had a strange noise from the LH drive coupling on a tight hairpin 
and decided to be very slow on the tight corners on the last 2 stages. 
It seemed to be ok and on the final stage although, the car was not 
handling well, we were flat out in 4th gear over the mountain for 2 
to 3 miles, then within sight of the finish in Douglas, and only 4 miles 
of the longest 18 mile ‘Classic’ stage to go, the gear lever came out 
completely! Rather than lose time to stop and fix it, I somehow found 
second gear and did the remaining miles mostly at 7,000rpm to get us 
thankfully over the finish line and a brilliant class win.

Final positions show the endurance aspect of 3 days of non-stop rallying 
with only 3 of the 11 class RC7 Minis at the finish:

1 77 Peter 
Horsburgh

Graham 
Carter

Morris Mini 
Cooper S

RC7  3:13:04.   

2 106 Andrew 
O'Hanlon

Brian 
Hodgson

Austin Mini 
Cooper S

RC7 2:00. 3:21:36. 0:08:32. 0:08:32.

3 107 Yoshinao 
Tsuchiya

Ritsuro 
Okano

BMC Morris 
Mini Cooper

RC7 Road 
Pens.

3:33:0 0:11:32. 0:20:04.

After the prize giving at the TT Grandstand, the inevitable interview 
with Motors TV Special Stage Extra team, and we had to wear these 
silly hats. Watch out for the Special Stage Extra TV coverage when it 
comes out later in the year.

Thanks to MiniSpares for their continued support, Graham for a brilliant 
job in the co-driver seat, Southam Mini and Metro Centre for a superb 
engine and my son Spen for car prep and servicing.

Pictures by myself and Kevin Baldwin of KPB Photography.

Peter Horsburgh
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At Mini Sport our ability to revive exhausted cars has become recognized
internationally. Decades of knowledge and skill has established us as 
experts in restoration and with hundreds of resurrected cars in our 
collective archive, we continue to restore classic cars with stable 
dedication and detail.

‘Motorsport Advanced Developments’ the engineering division of Mini
Sport. Striving for an exceptional driving experience, M.A.D manufacture
precision products for popular car companies and F1 teams, working closely
with the Mini Sport technicians and Rally team to understand and develop
upon the engineering requirements for the Mini automotive industry.    

The Rolling Road is a contemporary engineering feature, which allows 
us to tune your vehicle and diagnose problems for optimum performance
with emphasis on power and efficiency. At Mini Sport this innovation is
also utilized to prep Minis for competition and maintain cars with 
exceptional racing credentials. 

At the Mini Sport Bodyshop & Spray Centre, we are committed to 
re-conditioning tired exteriors with full bodywork restorations, accident 
repairs, body panel replacements and metal re-sprays. Tailored services
help abolish rust and rejuvenate cars to showroom condition with your 
personal vision in mind.

Engineering excellence built on over 48 years of tradition. Through 
precision machine work, advanced technique &  continuous development,
we at Mini Sport have gained notable reputation as world leaders in 
modified performance parts. Our adept craftsmen pride themselves on
providing improved performance & reliability for Road, Rally & Race Track. 

- Keeping Mini’s on the road since 1967 -

Exclusive ranges

Our staff are always ready & waiting to help:
Mini Sport, Thompson St., Lancs, BB12 7AP | Call Now: 01282 778731

Huge Showroom
Fully Stocked Warehouse Over 13,000 Quality Mini Parts Available At Great Prices!

Our fully equipped workshop, complete with expert technicians, has been
installed with specialized fitting and servicing suites to ensure that your
Mini is always road-ready. With the inclusive addition of a free health-check,
we guarantee a comprehensive service for every vehicle at Mini Sport. 

Mini Restoration Engine Remanufacturing & Tuning

Precision Engineering M.A.D Fitting & Servicing

Bodyshop & Spray Centre Rolling Road Tuning Centre

PARTS & ACCESSORIES SINCE 1967

37
®

...for all your Mini needs!minisport.com
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MINI CHALLENGE DONINGTON PARK - 
19-20TH SEPTEMBER 2015 By David Young

These 2 rounds were supposed to be a Saturday one day event on 
the Silverstone National circuit. Unfortunately, MSVR got bumped 

by Silverstone so we ended up going to Donington for a 2 day event. 
Luckily the GP circuit would be in use which, in my opinion, is much 
better for photos than the national circuit. Fogarty Esses, Melbourne 
Hairpin and Goddards all come into play and missing out the 2 wheel 
Robert’s Chicane.

Louise and I turned up on a wet Friday afternoon to see a lot of activity 
around the MINI Challenge hospitality unit, so well manned by the 
Refined Concierge team. MINI UK was in attendance for a photo 
shoot with the Sunday Times featuring the sibling rivalry of the Butler-
Henderson’s. Vicki and Charlie were going to race each other in the 
Gen3 255BHP F56 JCW’s. It added to the atmosphere and Vicki is a 
great personality with time for everyone.

On with the race programme and Saturday afternoon was when the 
MINI Challenge started with the Coopers qualifying at 2.30pm and 
the Gen3s/R56 JCWs qualifying at 5.10pm. They were followed by the 
Cooper Race at 6.40pm. Getting closer to my bed time!

Cooper qualifying was up to its usual standard with Simon Walton in the 
Rob Sims run car, followed by Nathan Harrison in the Coastal Racing 
run car and Ricky Page in the Sussex Road and Race run car. Somebody 
forgot to tell Ricky that as well as losing his result at Oulton Park, he 
was also demoted to the back of the grid for the next race! A bit severe 
I think but rules are rules.

The JCWs, as we can now call them all given that MINI has since 
launched the JCW F56, in qualifying had Charlie Butler-Henderson giving 
a master class in how to drive a well set up (by Oakfield Motorsport) 
F56, with William Phillips (Excelr8) and the out of Luck Rob Smith 
(Excelr8) in the next 2 slots. The R56s had Neil Newstead on Pole, 
(quicker than Vicki Butler-Henderson in the F56!), followed by Hamish 
Brandon (InMini) and Kevin O’Connor (Privateer). Kevin has just bought 
a new F56 JCW to race next season, he now has a pre66 Appendix K 
Mini Cooper S as well as an R56 and a F56 JCW. I guess he likes Minis.

The light was dropping so up went the ISO to 1600 on the camera. I 
wanted to catch the start of the first 2 races so I had to stand at the 
Redgate Bend. Great at Mid-day but next to useless in the Morning Sun 
or the evening shadow. By the time the cars started the sun had actually 
gone down so I did struggle a bit. Louise had the good bits around 
Goddards and the Melbourne Hairpin as she needed to get back for 
the Podiums. Nathan Harrison was the star of the race alongside Simon 
Walton, who, on pole, decided to let Nathan go and avoid the tussle at 
Redgate only to get involved in a tangle at the Craner Curves and this 
saw the end of his race. Henry Neal was showing great pace and got up 
to 3rd place and so was Mark Wakefield who was carving his way from 
9th to 4th. Ricky Page was on fire from the back row too. Henry Neal 
out braked himself at the Old Hairpin and that let Max Bladon, Martin 
Poole and Mark Wakefield through and that was how they finished. Off 
to the podium and where is my flashgun?
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The early evening start of the Coopers Race 1

William Phillips, David Grady and Luke Caudle all chasing 
Charlie Butler-Henderson

Chris Boon on fire in the 1st Race

Jack Mitchell & Luke Caudle in the Power Maxed F56 JCWs Matt Neal being swamped by Max Bladon 
& Martin Poole in the Coopers Race 2



So, we had sun set for the Coopers but now sun up and early morning 
mist for the JCWs to race at 10.30pm. There was a low hanging mist 
over the starting line and the sun was very low. As a result the starting 
shots were going to be a bit difficult. Thank you Lightroom and dehaze! 
If you do not understand that, it is a new feature of Lightroom that 
saves about 4 keystrokes to improve a picture as Camera settings can’t 
handle shooting into light!

The lights went out and off shot Charlie Butler-Henderson he was a 
class act all on his own. He actually finished 2.5 seconds clear of 2nd 
place Jack Mitchell in the PowerMaxed car (as a guest driver). At one 
stage his lead over David Grady, then in second place, was 4 seconds! 
Mitchell grabbed second place by a very smart move on David Grady 
by darting inside at the Melbourne Hairpin. Jack Mitchell is a former 
Ginetta Junior Champion so he had a few tricks up his sleeve. In the R56 
race Hamish was able to hold off Neil Newstead who had another of his 
slow starts. A bit of a problem is in his mind (I think). Too much throttle 
and you just get wheel spin, too little and you bog down. Hamish just 
plants the throttle and goes! Still, it helps to keep the championship alive 
(just). It was time to let Jason Jeffries get his first podium with a solid 3rd 
place, but Kevin O’Connor suffering yet another engine issue.

The second and last Cooper races were at the respectful time of 
1.30pm. Nathan Harrison with sight of the overall champion was a 
bundle of nerves, and the reverse grid draw had Henry Neal on Pole 
alongside Mark Wakefield. Max Bladon and Martin Poole were next up. 
Nathan Harrison drove a superb race staying in front for the whole race 
despite pressure from others. Ricky Page found form at last and finished 
3rd behind Mark Wakefield. What a brilliant race to watch. I have said 
it before and I will say it again, the Coopers are great on their own. 
The cars may be 10 years old but offer superb value for money in club 
motorsport with the backing of the MINI Challenge and MINI.

Penultimate race of the day at 4.30pm was the JCWs turn. The 
reverse grid had Lee Pattison on pole and Championship leader David 
Grady next to him, with Jack Mitchell and Charlie (Big Brother) Butler-
Henderson on P4. Lee made a great start, David Grady bogged down 
and Charlie shot straight into P2 behind Lee. Lawrence Davey had an 
issue with only his rear brakes working and spun into Jack Mitchell and 
Charlie Butler-Henderson. Jack went off but Charlie took it as a boost! 
David Grady and William Phillips were having a right old ding dong 
that allowed Lee and Charlie to go it alone. Charlie did a brave move 
on Lee at the Old Hairpin to get the lead from him. Charlie came 
home with 2 wins out of 2 and pole. The R56s had Neil getting a good 
solid getaway leaving Hamish behind, Scott Adam coming home 3rd 
but Alan Taylor (Sussex Road & Race) was awarded the place as Adam 
is not in the championship.

On we go to the last 3 races at Snetterton at the end of October start of 
November. Clocks will have gone back by then so I may get more light!

David Young
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Nick Boon leading Ryan Rhode and Sam Osborne Chris Osborne loving the Kerbs around Goddards

Charlie Butler-Henderson on his way to Pole position

James Loukes leading Chris Boon and Vicki Butler-Henderson

Luke Caudle on fire in race 2

It does what it says on the Tin!  
Ryan Rhode not avoiding Bence Balogh as he spins!



Warwickshire region members and friends visit Discovery Island 
By Cliff Porter

COMPETITION
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I have been on a truly memorable adventure as part of the Redditch 
& District Car Club three car team that took part in the Isle of 

Man Rally as part of the ‘Rallying with Group B’ demonstration 
team. Assistant Clerk of the Course, Tim Foster, had arranged for 
untimed demonstration runs across all 22 stages of the Rally Isle of 
Man before the competitors did it for real. The event ran over 3 
days in September.

Warwickshire members, Derek and Nick Wilkins, plus Russ and Wendy 
Mason, along with another local Redditch crew, Miles Chamberlain 
and Andrew Allen, in their Mini Cooper joined us together with Vice 
President of the RDCC Miles Chamberlain who has experience of the 
Isle of Man but usually ended the event upside down!

Derek and Nick Wilkins took their Cox GTM; not really a suitable 
car for, shall I say the ‘undulating roads’ on the island. MCR 
members Russ and Wendy Mason were not using their Mini but 
followed Stuart Turner’s route and used their Escort instead the 
turncoats! They will be using their Mini on the Borders Rally in 
October though. I jumped at the opportunity to go along and take 
photographs, but in the end, doubled up as the driver of the service 
barge provided by Miles. It was a Land Rover Discovery and hence, 
the wording of the title of this article.

At the 2014 Manchester Classic Car show the Wilkins’ GTM was 
damaged during a demonstration run but within a few months it had 
been repaired. They believe in using their cars so it has been upgraded 
with a current specification roll cage, underbody protection and 
suitable suspension upgrades. The MSA imposes strict rules on Rallying 
with Group B cars, which must have a current MSA Logbook, in date 
seats, safety belts, fire extinguisher etc. Other members of the Group 
B group were doing demonstrations at the Manchester show held on 
the same weekend.

The roads on the Isle of Man are a challenge for Minis as we 
discovered when we undertook a recce of the stages before the 
event using the Patterson safety ‘pace notes’ which had been 
purchased. I had also read that 12 Minis were entered in the main 
events, including four Japanese crews in cars that had been shipped 
over from Japan just for the event.

The RDCC crews set off on Wednesday so that they could recce the 
stages on Thursday before the event started on the Promenade in 
Douglas followed by 3 stages in the north west of the Island in the dark. 
As soon as we arrived we set up camp in the service area by the main 
TT Grandstand. In the evening all the Group B teams sat down to an 
excellent meal in a local restaurant.

On Thursday morning the teams signed on before checking out the 
stages in their tow vehicles. I have never used pace notes but was 
fortunate to be able to accompany Russ and Wendy Mason using pace/
safety notes purchased from Patterson who also provide a DVD which 
we watched on the ferry. For those of you who do not have a clue 
what Pace Notes are, welcome to the club. However, what a day I 
had sitting quietly, well almost, in the back of the tow tank listening 
to Russ and Wendy checking out the route. Following us was Team 
Wilkins. The roads were not closed and we had to be sensible as we 
passed through very narrow undulating roads with oncoming traffic. 
At lunchtime we enjoyed freshly cooked fish and a small portion of 
chips in the shadow of Peel Castle.

The event proper started on Thursday evening with a spectator 
stage on the Promenade in Douglas, quite an experience for the 
crews as no pace notes were provided due to late local road 
closures. Crews were only able to walk the stage while it was being 
constructed. The format was that 2 cars ran together; hard to 
explain but it ran smoothly and was exciting for the spectators - well 
I enjoyed it.

All crews returned to the hotel after 3 stages in the dark to relax 
before the Friday stages. The Group B team included 2 Mk 2 Escorts, 
a Mk1 Escort, a Mitsubishi Evo dressed as a T16 Peugeot, a Metro 6R4 
powered by a Honda engine, a Mini Cooper and a Cox GTM.

On Friday I reluctantly gave up my role as photographer to be available 
at short notice to Discovery identified points to provide service back up. 
As the Group B contingent was not part of the competitive event they 
decided to lunch in the area around Peel Castle rather than return to 
the service area. Sadly, the Honda engined Metro had to pull out due to 
gear selection problems. When we got back to the main service area in 
the late afternoon the Mk1 Escort of Nigel Hepburn also had problems. 
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Prepare for launch
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So, he decided against passing through all the evening stages. During the day I had been 
available with the Discovery at various locations around the route in case of need. Miles 
was busy in the service area replacing the bottom arm bushes on his car.

Although there were a few stages in the evening, including 2 in Castletown, I went back to 
the Hotel. I learned later that Miles in his Mini Cooper S had problems with his car and so 
had been towed back 8 miles by the Wilkins GTM to the service area. Miles was working 
hard to repair his clutch to be able to take part on the final day. It was a very late and dirty 
evening for them.

Saturday was an early start. My plan had been to stay around the service area to observe 
but how wrong could I have been. The crews set off and as I was on my way to the 
north of the island, the phone rang “Can you meet us at the start of the Little London 
stage please?” “Ok.” I had to turn around and follow the TT course; I just cannot imagine 
how the bike riders achieve such high speeds on this. Have you seen the You Tube video 
of Higgins in his Subaru on the TT course in 2014? Have a look at it and you will see 
what I mean!

When I arrived at the start of the stage the officials knew nothing, competitors were 
lining up for the start in a very narrow country lane. What should I do? Rather than get in 
the way of the competitors I parked very close to a ditch in a vehicle I was not familiar 
with. Have you ever tried to reverse against rally competitors? Luckily, I succeeded and 
made my way to the end of the stage, a few miles further up the TT course. On the 
approach to the next stage I met with Miles and did as I was told to clear the spares 
from the back seat area of the Discovery so that he could use the spare battery to 
replace the duff one in his Mini. I reloaded the spares and set off to catch up with them 
but soon discovered that the next stage had been cancelled. The intention was to follow 
them back to service at the TT Grandstand before the final stages including the long 
classic stage. Our route back followed the TT course but the loaded Discovery was no 
match for the pace of Pond or Higgins on the TT circuit but I did have fun - shame about 
the weight of spares on board though. 

Off they went to complete the last three stages including the ‘classic’ stage covering 
nearly 19 miles. I walked to the TT grandstand to set up to take photos of the crews 
finishing the event. After finding a great viewpoint and getting lunch – the phone rang. 
“Hello, can you come and get me please; I’m at the traffic lights in Glen Vine with no 
clutch.” By now I was beginning to learn the TT circuit but not at bike speeds as the 
stone walls looked as if they would hurt. Have tow rope will recover but by the time we 
got back to the paddock the main approach road was closed, but I did manage to return 
to my photo location.

What an event and tremendous atmosphere. Thanks to the Rally Isle of Man organisation 
for allowing us to take part. May we come back next year? PLEASE.

Oh yes, what about the competitive Rallies? Three events over 22 stages on closed public roads.

12 Minis entered; 11 in the classic event in class RC7. 4 cars had been shipped across from 
Japan. I spotted our Mini Cooper Register decals in the rear windows of 2 cars so went 
and had a chat. I was very surprised that they recognised me! There was a lovely 1970 
Mk3 S and a later Mini Rose edition which was entered in the National Rally.

I was pleased to be able to help the Mk3 S crew despite the language barrier. A very young 
Japanese boy with them spoke fluent English, so was able to translate what the mechanic 
wanted and we used our iphone maps to locate an auto factor in Douglas - job done. 
Honestly the friendly atmosphere on the event is very contagious.

After 22 stages, 7 Minis retired. The results were:

Class RC7 – Classic Rally
77 - Peter Horsburgh/Graham Carter – 1st in class (Morris Mini Cooper s)
106 - Andrew O’Hanlon/Brian Hodgson – 2nd in class (Austin Mini Cooper s)
112 - Phillip Harris/Jez Rogers – 3rd in class (Morris Mini Cooper)

86 - Kevin William Haselden/Cat Lund – Star of Rally Award (Mini Cooper) Retired

Class B1 – National Rally
81 Koji Yabe/Yasuhiro Maeda – 35th overall (Rover Mini 1.3i)

Cliff Porter

Former C.C.C. GTM in action
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Beware low flying Minis

Super special stage

Three point turn required with GTM 

Derek, Russell and Miles
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Register members at Goodwood

Most will be aware that Nick Swift, in 
his rapid and distinctive willow green 
Swiftune Mini, is a Register member 
and did brilliantly to finish so well in 
the St Mary’s saloon car race at the 
Goodwood Revival. Nick finished a 
superb 6th overall after a race long 
battle, nose to tail, with the Alfa GTA 
of Alex Furiani. His professional partner 
this year was Karun Chandhok, who did 
have a one off Lotus F1 drive a while 
back and is also well used to Le Mans 
racing. James Martin, also a Register 
member, finished a very creditable 11th 

overall and was teamed with BTCC’s star, Jason Plato. Rauno Aaltonen, 
teamed with owner Jason Stanley, finished 14th overall. In 15th place, 
also Mini mounted, was Christian Horner, he of Red Bull FI fame, who, 
along with his new bride, ex-Spice girl Gerry Halliwell, caused quite a 
media scrum around the Swiftune cars in the paddock. 

With many more powerful cars on the grid, the Minis did their usually 
expected giant killing exercise, thrilling the colourful crowd over 
the entire weekend. And speaking of the colourful crowd, Register 
members Ben and Patricia Webb, along with Simon Drew and his girl 
friend Lynne, looked superb in their air crew outfits which Patricia 
had specially made – where other than Goodwood could you turn up 
dressed like that? Simply brilliant.

Goodwood, of course, is not just about the saloon car race - many 
other historic cars have their respective races there too. One that 
involved other Register members, namely, David Woodhouse and 
George Shakelton, who raced their Cooper-Norton’s in the Earl of 
March Trophy race. Their team was depicting the Cooper Works of 

Robert Young
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Nick Swift and Karun Chandhok

James Martin and Jason Plato

Nick Swift looking relaxed prior to the big race
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the 1950s, befitting their cars with an original Cooper trailer and a 
lovely Cooper liveried tow van. Their cars were beautifully presented 
with authentic hand painted numbers and all the team in period 
clothing. Michael Cooper was drafted in as their team manager for 
the weekend. George Shakelton was very quick in qualifying and 
was on pole by a good margin with David Woodhouse back in 9th 
place. In the race however, the tables were turned when Shakelton 
spun in front Woodhouse on the very last lap and into retirement. 
Woodhouse was rewarded with a fine second place 60 years after 
his very car won at Goodwood. The lengths that most go to at 
Goodwood is truly remarkable and it does set this event apart from 
all others. It’s one event that I always look forward to every year.

Before leaving Goodwood, you will recall last month I mentioned John 
Littman had loaned his Works car CRX 90B for Rauno Aaltonen to use 

to transport Bill Cleydert for a few fast laps around the circuit early on 
Sunday morning. Bill generously won the ride in an auction charity bid 
held at the Brands Hatch Mini Festival hosted by Swiftune, who donate a 
sizable sum to Dementia UK. Both John’s car and Bill survived what were 
a few very spirited laps. John being particularly anxious as he was due to 
use the car the following week in Ireland - so had his fingers crossed for a 
trouble free run at Goodwood. Thanks John for your generosity.

OBL 45F

This is a car I’ve written about before, both in the Archive and here in 
the Ex-Works articles, and, indeed, raised the question in my September 
Ex-Works article that perhaps the fuel injection engine that the car had in 
its one off race car appearance at Brands in 1969, may well have found 
its way into YMO 885J before OBL was sold on. Records do incorrectly 
indicate that the car did the 1969 Tour de France prior to the Brands 
Hatch race but that is in error, so that theory may not be correct. The 
records also show that Norman Higgins bought the car, although it is 
probable that 45F was actually sold to Phil Cooper and Norman took 46F. 

Well, I was contacted by club member David Taylor who has made quite 
a study of the history of OBL confirming these points and goes onto say 

The Mini paddock before the crowds arrived

Cooper Car Company team with authentic van and trailer

John Littman, Rauno Aaltonen, Bill Cleydert and Nick Swift 
with CRX 90B

Coming through!

The Pan Am team of Patricia and Ben Webb and Simon Drew 
with Lynne
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John Littman brought along CRX 90B, thankfully, still in one piece 
after Rauno Aaltonen had blasted the car around Goodwood the 
week previous. John had rookie navigator Paul Sulma, our editor of 
CooperWorld, in the hot seat - and that was a baptism of fire, especially 
when Paul announced he was susceptible to car sickness if not in the 
driver’s seat at the start! CRX, as always, was very quick in John’s hands 
but he too was hampered by failing wipers when the offside wheel box 
failed. A day missed to shoot over to Ray Cunningham at the Galway Mini 
Centre, saw this changed only for the wiper rack to fail the very next day. 

David Brazell and Jo Riding brought along their Marathon Mini and were 
going extremely well until slowed by a badly worn drive plate on the near 
side hub, which, of course, impacted on the cars brake performance. 
Once temporarily cured by the kind loan of Phil Dyson of a nice new hub 
nut, he was up and running again, only to derange the front corner of the 
car on a rock face when he missed a sharp right turn over a brow! They 
carried on in a hire car after that to finish the run.

Colin Woodage and Graham Cornish in Colin’s club rally car had a trouble 
free run but Colin couldn’t repeat his winning form from Ireland 2013 
in the RouteMaster quiz. Ian Wright, after umpteen weeks of toil, finally 
made it to the start, without a navigator. But Ian managed to press the 
service van’s navigator into his vacant seat. The car, despite the valiant 
efforts of Paul Wilson prior to the event, still proved troublesome. First 
with a loose steering rack then an adjustable bottom arm that managed 
to undo itself. Phil Dyson, the saviour of many people on the event, was 
having trouble with a failed rear shocker mount which had fretted lose and 
stripped. This being an ex Ian Wright car caused nobody to be surprised!
Of the others, the trio of Amada Fisher, Glen Fisher and Rob Sharman with 
their Rover Cooper club rally cars were all travelling around, very quickly 
together, although Rob Sharman did replace a bottom ball joint before we 
had even left the start car park! They had an eventful run which culminated 
in Amanda planting he car onto its roof when she got out of sync on an 
undulating road. No lasting damage was done, other than some dented 
panels but their pace was notably more sedate from then onwards.

As for my BFX 404B which, once again, I took out for the tour ran 
faultlessly. I was so pleased with the change over to the CSI electronic 
distributor. It didn’t miss a beat. Other than satisfying the car engine’s 

that the group 5 race car, which was badly damaged in that March event 
at Brands Hatch (along with OBL 46F), was likely never repaired. With 
the next round at Silverstone, two weeks later, the records show that 
LRX 827E and GRX 310D turned up as group 5 racers - so very unlikely 
to not have been a rebuilt pair of OBL’s as some have suggested.

Therefore, assuming the crashed Brands car was not repaired, an all 
new OBL 45F likely appeared in the September for Hopkirk to use 
on the Tour de France – with a fuel injected engine. So the mystery is, 
did OBL 45F when sold, probably to Phil Cooper, still retain its fuel 
injected engine or did the engine, as indicated in September, find its 
way into YMO 885J. Perhaps Phil Cooper will be able to tell us if he 
remembers buying the car with a fuel injected engine.

Register cars in Ireland

Not wishing to jump the gun on the report for Minis to Ireland that will 
be in next month’s CooperWorld, I’d like to mention here the cars from 
this register that took part in the run. Tony Salter bought along 939 ACE, 
which I’ve not seen for a long while and although the car is a light weight 
Mini Cooper, of perhaps just over 1,000cc (I never did get a straight 
answer from Tony as to the size of the engine) sitting on a skinny set of 
145x10 tyres, I though he would be in trouble. How wrong I was. Having 
shadowed and been shadowed by the car for many miles with both Mike 
Mark and Tony at the wheel, I can confirm that the car is extremely quick 
and, moreover, sticks to the road remarkably well. Other than the tool 
box reshaping his boot lid and some minor brake issues, the car, fresh 
from a full re-build, ran faultlessly.

Wesley Johnston brought over from Northern Ireland his very nice 
replica of AJB 44B. This car has been a long time in the making and 
Wesley has tried tirelessly to get the car spot on. After a false start 
when he religiously copied the ‘wrong’ engine in the car at Gaydon, 
it is now much better and far closer to how the car appeared on 
the 1965 Monte. I particularly liked the lovely handmade aluminium 
wheel arch extensions he has fitted to the car. They really do set it off 
perfectly. The car ran well until the last day when its wipers failed and 
he resorted to a using a cord trapped between the doors to move the 
wiper blades. A lovely car that is now almost perfect.

John Rhodes in OBL at Brands Hatch blasting away from the start line

Wesley Johnston’s lovely replica of AJB 44B

Beautifully crafted aluminium wheel arch extension on Wesley replica

Tony Salter attending to a minor brake issue
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normal thirst for oil I had no dramas, and once again can only sing the 
praises of Yoko A032 tyres. On our return it dawned on me that the 
engine has not been looked at since it was built nearly 25 years ago, so it is 
due a refresh. It was also pointed out to me that the car must have done 
about 80% of its total mileage in Ireland since I built it. Another brilliant 
event in Ireland which I’m sure we will return to in a couple of year’s time.

Works cars needed by HRCR

The HRCR’s annual open day in January at Gaydon has a theme of The 
1966 Monte - Mini Monte Exclusion. The club would like to invite Ex-
Works cars for a display. Anyone interested should contact Dave Lucas:  Tel. 
No. 01384 291441 or email him on david.lucas52@hotmail.com

Until next month.

Robert Young

Barbara Alexander

Cooper Mk 1 Register

Welcome to this month’s report, two new 
cars added to the register this month via 
the club’s website. So, a warm welcome 
to Barry Crowe with his Austin 998 
Cooper registered DEO 651E and also Ian 
Matthews again with another Austin 998 
Cooper registered FHV 324D. I am looking 
forward to perhaps some photos of their 
cars and some ‘words’ about them for 
inclusion in CooperWorld at some point 
in the future. Please when registering your 
car can you include the chassis number as 
the register is filed in this order, any car 
registered without it is difficult to place in 
the correct order and is often placed out of 
its slot. All information is held in confidence 

and not available to view on the internet or by any other means.

A bit of good news from the last report came via another member, 
Matthew Holland, who was delighted to see KXC 592D. This car is 
currently owned by Ross Poulton. Matthew bought KXC as his very 
first car even before passing his driving test way back in 1983. He 
described it as being in very tidy and original condition having paid 
£1,200 for it from the then Midland Mini Centre. In his ownership 
both front wings and front panel were replaced. After selling the 
car KXC was involved in a front end accident and then put into dry 
storage by which time Matthew had lost track of its where abouts.

This year I made the pilgrimage to the September Beaulieu 
International Autojumble, a massive event selling a varied range of 
automotive goodies, so much so, you just can’t really ‘do’ it all in a 

day. Plenty of Mini parts to be found if you look hard enough and also 
Victorian oak cased barn locks! My first purchase but that’s another 
story, many thanks to the Irish gentleman who brought them along.

Just a word of caution though, seen at the autojumble was some supposedly 
‘new old stock’ MK1 998 Cooper speedos, more than one for sale as well 
which made me look a little closer, but, without anything to compare the 
‘text’ on them, they just didn’t look correct. Now we know there has been 
some questions raised over many ‘S’ speedos seen on our favourite auction 
site and the large prices earnt from them. So, please be aware before 
spending any cash that you are getting exactly what you pay for.

The two photos here show an early 997 Cooper speedo as identified by 
its lack of ‘tenths’ when recording miles, the speed increments between 
0 -10 and 90 – 100mph are condensed and that the 10, 90 and 100mph 
digits are in reverse to the others. The other speedo is from a MK1 998 
Cooper which looks similar but there are a couple of subtle differences, 
although the text is the same the increments between the various speeds 
are of a different design and are not condensed at the start or finish. As 
this speedo runs over 100mph the digits sit in a slightly altered position, 
50mph is no longer at the top or reduced because of an illumination 
jewel. Finally, only 10 and 100mph are in reverse to the other digits.

Hope this is of help,

Barbara Alexander

Cooper 998 speedo

Cooper 997 speedo

Cooper S Mk 2 Register

Last month I reported on well known 
Mini stunt driver, Russ Swift, registering 
his recently acquired Mk11 ‘S’. Whilst 
talking to Russ, he mentioned that as 
well as the stunt driving he does, he had 
also been quite successful as an auto 
tester and rally driver in a Mk11 ‘S’. 
Given the Mk11 ‘S’ angle, I thought you’d 
be interested in Russ’s early exploits.

As well as the just acquired Mk11’S’, Russ 
owns a number of other Minis, namely, a 
1990 Cooper ‘S’ RSP (chassis number 001 
used to promote the Rover relaunch of 
the Mini Cooper), a 1966 Morris Cooper 
Mk1 and three lightweight auto-test Minis 

which are jointly owned with his son. Between them they have won 11 
national auto-test championships outright. One of these auto-test cars 
is the Morris Mk11 Cooper ‘S’ registered HPT 555H and in which Fred 
Henderson won his class on the RAC Rally in 1972. Fred built the car 
from a written off Mini Cooper ‘S’ bought from a Mr Delap in Durham. 
This all happened in the early seventies when keeping the original VIN 

Nick Hunter
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was not considered important and unfortunately this was lost resulting 
in the car now being registered with a non-Mini chassis number. 

Russ had a couple of brief forays into rallying in HPT. One of these was 
an event in Sweden, the KAK Stockholm International Rally of Israel. Russ 
entered at the request of the organisers, they knew that the event would 
suit an auto-tester and invited him to enter with all expenses paid. Russ 
won this one with HPT, and check out the rally report, the multi storey 
garage test sounds like it was made for him. HPT was re-shelled again by 
Russ in 1979 into a Mk3 shell and he went on to win the BTRDA and RAC 
auto-test Championships outright in 1982 and 1983 respectively. These 

successes lead to an approach from his local Vauxhall dealership with 
the offer of competing in a Vauxhall in 1984. To win the championship 
again though, Russ knew it would have to be a Mini, nothing else could 
beat a well driven Mini. Russ suggested to the dealer that they sponsor 
him to compete in the Astra Challenge, one make, forest stage rally 
championship instead, which was run as part of the BTRDA national 
series. He had never driven in a forest but scored points on every round 
and steadily gained pace. By the end of the season he was winning his class 
and finished 2nd in the championship. This won him a Vauxhall Works 
supported drive for 1985 in The British Open Series of International 
rallies in the newly homologated Nova Sport. They won their class on 
several events but at the end of the year Russ decided to concentrate his 
efforts on the Mini and his driving displays. In the last 30 years he has only 
competed on a couple of historic rallies, both of which he’s won. 

HPT has clearly played a major part in Russ’s career, as it was not only 
rallied and auto-tested by him, but was also the car he used for his first ever 
paying driving display back in 1981. The car is currently mothballed but if 
anyone has any early history of the car from its pre write off days in the 
Durham area, he would love to hear about it. Thanks to Russ for taking the 
time to tell us his Mini story, I hope you enjoyed it.

A quick look at the register now. No new cars surfacing since the last 
report but an update on two existing cars. First, Pete Bowern has been 
in contact to say the restoration of TLK 976G, his 1968 Sandy beige/

Great photo of HPT 555H on the way to a class win on the 1972 Rac 
Rally driven by Fred Henderson with Brian Dobson on the maps

Russ and HPT on the KAK Stockholm International Rally in 1981

Rally report from the KAK Stockholm International in 1981

Russ and HPT on first ever professional driving display in 1981

HPT autotesting in 1983

Pete Bowern’s car TLK 976G looking great fresh from its restoration
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large over sills welded over them - you know the ones, holes in the doors 
etc. Before it could be back on the road some major structural work had 
to be undertaken. The ‘A’ panels were replaced, inner and outer sills, wings, 
rear valance, rear subframe, doors and a complete respray was undertaken. 
The underside of the shell was stone chipped and the inside received a 
good coating of Waxoyl. A few other minor repairs and the job was done. 

The car was then run between 1984 and 1987 after which Graham’s 
father put the Cooper into storage in a heated garage until now, 28 years 
later. His father died 4 years ago and left the car to him. Not knowing 
what to do with the car, it just stood around until 6 months ago when he 
decided to give it some TLC. Since then the brakes have been replaced, 
the engine/gearbox given a thorough overhaul and a new clutch was fitted 
to boot. All the hoses have been replaced, radiator flushed out, all wheel 
bearings re-greased, new CV boots installed etc. The body work is still 
sound thanks to the waxoyl used to protect it. It has gained one or two 
knocks over the years and some of the paint work will require attention 
in the future. But, on the whole, it is still a good original car. With all the 
work completed MTU 385H passed it MOT in July with no advisories.
Unfortunately, there is a sad ending to Graham’s story. After all his 
hard work and years in the family, the car has to go. Why, I can hear 
you saying and the simple answer is lack of space! When Graham’s 
father passed away he inherited, not only the car, but also his father’s 
collection of motorcycles, 15 of them in all. Even that number of 
bikes takes up quite some space. So, with the delay between writing 
my report and publication of the magazine, you may be the lucky new 
owner of MTU 385H. If you are, please let me know.

Ian and James Clews have contacted me regarding the restoration of 
their Austin MKII Cooper UUK 222G. It’s the sort of registration that 
you are not likely to forget. Fortunately, it has not been previously 

Snowberry white car, is now complete. As you can see the finished car 
is a credit to Pete’s efforts and perseverance in getting the car looking 
just right. The eagle eyed amongst you will notice the earlier Lucas 2ST 
starter solenoid fitted rather than the later 4ST type. Pete says he’ll be 
putting this right with a NOS red push button 4ST type as soon as he 
can find one. He’s enjoying using the car but I hope he’s joking when he 
says the bags of cement in the boot are because he’s using it for work!

Last month I mentioned that my old Snowberry white and black car, 
VUY 735G, had changed hands. Whilst at the British Mini Clubs show 
at Uttoxeter, I bumped into new owner David Lofts from Shrewsbury. 
Welcome to David, he is new to the Mini Cooper Register. He says he is 
enjoying tinkering with his new purchase and I look forward to hopefully 
seeing him and VUY again at the Mid Staffs Regional meet in Stone.
 
That’s all for this month

Nick Hunter 

Cooper Mk 2 Register

I was pleased to hear from Graham Leybourne about his Austin 
Cooper, MTU 385H. The car has been on the register for a very long 
time and, fortunately, still in his family’s ownership. Great I thought, 
until I and you will discover later. 

Graham’s father bought the Cooper in 1983 in a sorry state. Both wings 
were flat where the previous owner had stood on them, rotten sills with 

Graham Robinson

Very nice under bonnet detail on TLK 976G

TLK 976G on builders van duties

Graham Leybourne’s MKII Cooper Engine bay. Note: Chassis, 
Commission & Body Numbers still in place on the slam panel

Graham’s car’s standard Interior
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To date the engine has received a re-bore, bearing journals, oil pump, 
various ancillaries and the head has been work on. The gearbox 
is a rebuilt straight cut one but maintains the standard drop gears. 
Their aim is to return the car to a good standard whilst maintaining 
originality. The target they have set themselves is to complete the 
restoration, for the Goodwood Revival meeting in 2016.

From the heritage certificate their car was manufactured in September 
1968 and subsequently sold from a garage in Wolverhampton. They 
would be interested if anyone can shed some light on the car’s 7 owner 
history. I am hoping Ian and James will be able to give me the occasional 
updates on how the restoration is progressing.

Well that’s about it for now. Thanks to everyone that has contacted 
me. Please keep them coming. 

Until next time, happy Coopering. 

Graham Robinson

registered so it is a particularly interesting car. The car was purchased 
back in 2009 as a complete basket case. Currently, following many 
hours replacing panels, re-sealing and the first stage of painting, they 
are refitting the subframes and the transmission.

Rear shot of Graham’s car

Underside of Ian and James’ car all repaired and primed for paint

Panel work nearly ready for paint

Work on Ian and James’ car progressing with new panels in place

The ‘before restoration’ shot of Ian and James’ car

Rear shot of Ian and James’ MK 11

Front shot of Ian and James Clews MKII Cooper registered UUK 222G
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Cooper S Mk 3 Register

You may recall a while back that I 
promised you a Bronze yellow month - 
well this seems to be it. 

One thing I have always thought worth 
researching is the history of a car as you 
never know what you might discover. 
You may recall a fair while back that Dean 
Cotton had acquired a Bronze Yellow 
Mk 3 S registered FTX 217K. Built on 
the 23rd March 1971, FTX is finished 
in Bronze Yellow and was registered in 
August 1971.

Dean duly downloaded a form V888 
from the DVLA website and sent off the 

necessary fee, currently £5, to get details of the previous owners of 
his car. What came back alerted Dean to the fact that FTX was not its 
original registration number. Originally his car was registered ETG 728K, 
and it transpires that the car had a bit of rally history from back in 1974. 
Dean has since managed to get a rather nice picture of the car competing 
on a Port Talbot Motor Club rally and, even better, the picture also 
happened to show that the car originally had the six vent sills fitted.

When discovered FTX had a Webasto fabric sunroof something 
that it doesn’t seem to have in the rally picture. This car is currently 
undergoing restoration and one thing we were not 100% sure of was 
which type of sills the car would originally have been fitted with.
Coincidentally, a similar thing happened with another Bronze Yellow car. 
Now, so far as I am aware, only two Mk 3 Ss were road tested in period, 
VOH 347J, which was the famous Special Tuning car fitted with the Arden 
8 port cylinder head and Amal carburettors, and VKN 440J. Everyone 
seems to remember VOH but VKN may well have slipped under your 
radar as it was tested by Autocar but as a second hand car early in 1973. 

At that time VKN was not yet three years old and had covered less than 
30,000 miles, but it was looking pretty grubby and already rather tired 
mechanically as it was using a pint of oil in less than one hundred miles 
and taking 14.7 seconds to get from 0 to 60mph rather than the expected 
11.2 seconds. It was for sale with a small dealer in the Bayswater area of 
London for £765 or just over £9,000 in today’s money. It wasn’t in bad 
condition but didn’t seem to have been very well cared for.

The information from the old log book showed that by 1976 the car 
had changed colour and acquired a private registration number which 
stayed on it for the next thirty five years. When that private number 
was removed it was given an age related number rather than being re-
registered with its original plate. This car went through two owners in a 
couple of years, neither of whom spent the £5 to get the history. This car 
is currently in the process of hopefully being reunited with VKN 440J.

If you are interested in the history of your car this is well worth 
doing, particularly with a Mk 3 S as they were still fairly new when the 
computerisation of vehicle registration records began in the mid to 
late 1970’s depending on where you lived. This means that many had 
only had a couple of owners so, more often than not, you get a copy 
of the original old style RF60 log book.

My next tip is, once you have the information then act upon it, in my 
experience the original owners are generally the most enthusiastic 
about a car and delighted to learn that it has survived. However, the 
youngest Mk 3 S is almost forty five years old now so an original owner 
will probably be seventy plus and whilst we are all living longer, no one 
lives for ever. Also, it has never been easier than now to go onto the 
internet so you can do your research from the comfort of your own 
home. What better way to pass a dark, cold autumnal evening?

Finally, a Mk1 S owner got the previous owner information on his car 
then sat on it for a eighteen months or so. When he finally did something 
about it, he discovered that the original owner had died less than a 
couple of months before he made the effort to get in touch. Apparently, 
there had been pictures and paperwork relating to the car that the family 
had thrown away. What a shame.

That’s all for this month.

Simon Wheatcroft

FTX in a former life as ETG 728K on the Port Talbot Motor Club 
Novice Rally in 1974 - nice view of the big vent sills

Work in progress on FTX - it did need a little more than just the 
sills replacing!

Simon Wheatcroft

VKN 440J - As road tested by Autocar in 1971. 
Picture courtesy of Autocar

Who would have thought this was actually VKN 440J?
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of the story is that, far from being a dangerous thing, a little knowledge 
can sometimes make a world of difference, in this case at any rate.

998cc Warranty Test Car

Following on from my report in the April 2015 issue of CooperWorld 
about the 998cc John Cooper performance conversions, I have been 
contacted by Adam Cooke who owns G40 EON, a black Mini Mayfair 
with an interesting background. When John and Michael Cooper first 
approached Rover about their 998cc Mini engine conversion project, 
essential to its success or otherwise was Rover’s willingness to offer 
a manufacturer’s warranty with each kit. Although this was granted 
on 9th May 1989, allowing a feature test drive of a prototype, F714 
HGJ, to be published in the 14th June 1989 issue of Autocar & Motor, 
it’s now evident that Rover wanted to test the ongoing validity of that 
warranty commitment before giving it full public approval. 

G40 EON was built in June 1989 and registered on 1st August that year. 
Using it as a development vehicle, Rover purchased a 998cc conversion 
kit from JCG and kept the car as an ongoing test bed. As to be expected 
of something that JCG had already thoroughly tested themselves, no 
warranty issues arose, paving the way for both Rover and John Cooper to 
formally advertise the kits in their respective glossy brochures, released 
on 2nd February 1990. I would like to thank Adam Cooke for notifying 
me of the part played by G40 EON in that process.

Mainstream Revival

In 1992 I was privileged to be the editor of the first incarnation of the 
MCR’s club magazine. In those days it was in A5 format with 28 pages and 
the only colour was a red border around the front cover picture. For those 
who remember, the cover of the April 1992 issue featured a Red/White 
Mainstream Rover Cooper (H433 EOT) against a backdrop of a large Rover 
poster advert emblazoned with a cartoon Rover Cooper. The gentleman 
standing alongside the car was its then owner, the late Mike Thompson, 
and the photograph itself was taken in Bournemouth on 25th January 1992 
during the MCR’s annual weekend event at the Hinton Firs hotel. 

Unlike so many Mainstream Rover Coopers that have long since 
succumbed to the scrap man’s crusher, H433 EOT is still very much 
with us and has had an eventful life... 

First registered on 25th February 1991, the car was only with its first 
owner for six months. Mike and Gill Thompson purchased it second 
hand from Rover Fareham in September that year and the following 
month it was despatched to John Cooper Garages at Ferring for 
conversion to Cooper `S’ spec and the de rigueur addition of twin 
auxiliary driving lamps. Note that this car does not have bonnet 
stripes. That is how original Mainstream Rover Coopers left the 
factory. For those who like to keep a record of such things, the 
conversion plate on this vehicle carries the number `0153-S’.

After Mike and Gill divorced in 1996, Peter Selby - the owner of G30 
BPD, a John Cooper 998cc conversion - purchased H433 EOT and 
promptly repainted it in monotone red with matching red wheels to 
resemble Christabel Carlisle’s celebrated CMC 77 Mini racer. Two 
year’s later, Gill (now using her maiden name, Gaskill) purchased the 
car back, re-registered it GIL 2815, and used it as her daily driver, and 
even had it featured in the August 2002 issue of Mini Magazine.

Rover Cooper Register

I would like to start by apologising for 
my non appearance in last month’s 
CooperWorld. Sometimes too many 
things come together at once, and as I 
like to devote time to what I write, a 
half effort just isn’t my modus operandi.

With a ten year production span to cover, 
four distinct model marques, and more 
special editions than you can shake a stick at, 
it comes as no great surprise that my email 
inbox is quite busy. I am sure I am not the 
first club official to confess that they could 
easily make their role a full-time job. If only! 

The other encouraging news is that the 
Rover Cooper Register is adding new vehicles to our records at an 
average rate of six per month, and it is here that I would like to relay 
a cautionary tale.

When I joined the MCR back in May 1987, it was a full year before I 
bought my first Mini Cooper and I had used the intervening period to 
seek and note down the wisdom of seasoned owners, and even had 
one of them (Richard Mansfield) accompany me to view what was 
then the battered ‘Fred Flintstone’ example that I still own to this day. 
Judging from the many fresh registrations I have been keying into my 
register spreadsheets, most new MCR members seem to join only 
after they have bought their car. For the vast majority this works out 
fine, but every so often I get an enquiry from someone who, through 
poor judgement or a lack of knowledge, has either been sold a car that 
is not what it purports to be, or they discover too late that something 
missing at the time is actually more important than they realised. 
I was recently contacted by a new MCR member who bought a John 
Cooper conversion Rover Cooper several years ago, having been told by 
the seller at the time that they had misplaced the conversion paperwork and 
its original folder. Fast forward to more enlightened times and the question 
being asked now is how to go about replacing the lost documentation? 

Years ago, while they were still trading, John Cooper Garages (JCG) 
might have been able to help with such a request, even if it was just a 
letter confirming that the car had received one of their conversions. 
Sadly, after the East Preston business closed its doors for the last time 
on 6th August 2006, all of the records were destroyed. 

Getting back to the question, had the car’s seller been made aware 
that the lack of authenticating conversion paperwork was either a deal 
breaker, or would require a discount on the vehicle’s asking price, I am 
sure there would have been a concerted effort to locate the missing 
documents if they still existed. In this instance, with the deal now long 
done, the only straw of hope is to appeal to the previous owner’s 
better nature to unearth something that is useless to them but of great 
value to the car’s present owner. If all else fails, sometimes it may help 
to offer a financial incentive to sweeten the search. I guess the moral 

Missing John Cooper documents can affect the value of the car
G40 EON - Unassuming appearance hides an interesting past

John Parnell
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In terms of performance, there is next to nothing to choose between 
the two cars. But what is apparent is that where the 1964 Cooper 
`S’ car gains by having a lower kerb weight, it loses out in favour 
of the beneficial gas flowing and compression ratio of the 1991 
version. That the two balance out perfectly is perhaps not quite the 
coincidence it appears; When the bar is set by such an iconic 1960s 
car, coming up with anything less was simply not an option. 

Until next month...

Have an enjoyable November.

John Parnell 

After Gill had to give up driving in 2012, Peter Selby re-purchased the 
car for a second time, and re-registered it H433 EOT, then immediately 
set about converting it back to how it looked in 1991. By February of 
this year, the car was looking decidedly tired and was sent to Peter’s 
friend, Iain Andrews, at Merton Crash Repairs, who confirmed that 
major bodywork surgery was overdue. In all, twenty-five areas of the 
body shell needed attention including a re-skin of both doors. The 
lengthy refurbishment was finally completed on 25th September and 
Peter is delighted with the way it has turned out.

Quality workmanship with first class panel fit, and finished 
paintwork to match, costs time and money, but judging by the end 
result it is clear that Iain Andrews is a master of his craft... and 
he is an MCR member too! As for Peter, he has given H433 EOT 
a whole new lease of life and the opportunity for him to enjoy a 
definitive pre ECU John Cooper 1275cc Cooper `S’ conversion 
for many years to come. What’s not to like? The table below 
shows how the 1991 John Cooper 1275cc carburettor conversion 
measures up against the original 1275cc Mini Cooper S of 1964.

 1991 John Cooper 1964
 1275cc `S’ Pack 1275cc Cooper `S’ 

Max Power  78 bhp at 6000rpm 76 bhp at 5900rpm 

Max Torque 78 lb/ft at 3250rpm 79 lb/ft at 3000rpm 

Compression Ratio 10.25:1 9.75:1

0 - 60mph 11.0 secs 10.9 secs 

Top Speed (Best) 98 mph 98.9 mph

Final Drive 3.444:1 3.444:1

Wheel Size 12 ins 10 ins

Kerb Weight 706 kg 635 kg  
  
Source: Autocar & Motor 8th May 1991 Motor 5th Sept 1964

H433 EOT as it appeared on the cover of the April 1992 
MCR magazine

Peter Selby in H433 EOT when it was kitted out as a   
CMC 77 lookalike

Finished at last! H433 EOT back to how it looked in 1992

H433 EOT pictured during its lengthy refurbishment
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up the stand. Suzy and Alex Kinsman arrived a few days earlier with their 
recently acquired 1964 Radford 1275 S imported back from the U.S.

The walk-through mews garage had a faux-brick exterior with 1960s 
style furniture inside for me to display some accessories available at 
that time. About fifty reproduced framed photos of well known past 
Radford owners were hung like a frieze around the walls, and one 
such owner was late George Best.

Because the accommodation in the Chichester area is booked up 
months in advance for the Revival, I stayed in a borrowed modern 
camper van half a mile away on the enormous Goodwood campsite. 
During the event a collection of old American Jeeps and personnel 
carriers ferried visitors to and from the show. 

Coachbuilt Cooper and Cooper S Register

Back in February I received a call from 
Stewart Imber, an old acquaintance, who, 
for the last fifteen years, has organised 
most of the period displays at the 
colourful Goodwood Revival, put on at 
the ancestral home of The Earl of March. 
For those who haven’t attended, it’s an 
outstanding three day event featuring 
cars, planes and costumes from a bygone 
age, it could be called the largest fancy 
dress party in the world with music and 
displays throughout the day.

The organisers, via Stewart, wanted to 
construct a London mews-type garage, 
known as the March Garage, with the 
onus on Harold Radford Coachbuilders. 

Significantly, it was fifty years ago that Harold Radford Coachbuilders, 
based in Hammersmith, produced their first version of a hatchback Mini. 

Thus, the garage was built with a display area housing a 1962 LHD 
Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud converted by Radford into an estate (four rifle 
compartments were concealed on a sliding tray in the boot loading area) to 
include a fold-down rear seat. The craftsmanship and two-tone bodywork 
was truly exceptional. It was brought all the way from Florence in Italy 
and was one of four such estates ever made. The middle display showed a 
collection of immaculate BMWs from the 1970s and in the next garage to 
them was the Mini De Ville display. Outside the garage entrance stood a 
Radford sign written grey Minivan. The day before the show opened, John 
Parnell, Michael Elkins and I took our Radfords down to Goodwood to set 

Steve Burkinshaw

Cliff Porter gets a lift in a GI taxi

Now that’s what I call a camper van – note the expanding sides

Terry and Carol Burns with Radford connections

John Parnell looking the part next to AA 1000
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As a result I was often asked if I was Harold Radford and did the company 
still exist (Harold died in 1991). It was a pleasure to man the stand for 
the three days, but it meant that I had very limited time in which to see 
much of the show or the racing. Help was on hand when John Parnell, 
Michael Elkins and Cliff Porter assisted me on the Sunday. Because around 
150,000 people attended the event, it didn’t take long before previous 
owners of Radfords were discussing cars they once owned. Terry 
Farrant was the fifth owner of a metallic grey 1964 Mini De Ville 1275 S, 
first owned by Donald Campbell (of Bluebird fame). I recalled seeing a 
photo of the car many years ago and wonder whether it still exists. I was 
delighted to meet Terry and Carole Burns from Conford, a small hamlet 
near Liphook in Hampshire. This is where Harold Radford lived with his 
wife in the manor house where Carole’s mother was the housekeeper. 
The Radford’s were liked and respected by everyone in the village where, 
as a young boy, Terry recalled seeing many expensive cars, including 
special Minis being driven by Harold, not to mention Harold’s own 
Radford converted Morris 1100 superseded by a Radford Triumph 1300.

Finally, thanks to all MCR members who called into the ‘coach works’ 
and I look forward to next year’s unique Goodwood Revival.

Steve Burkinshaw

Stewart had bought a 1980s Mini Mayfair to convert to a hatch back. 
However, I advised him to display a car I owned in the late stage of 
completion of the shell restoration. At the March Garage, Michael’s 
restored hatchback was shown next to my rolling shell where the opening 
rear door construction was clearly visible. Both our cars had hand formed 
aluminium doors set in a cut-out rear panel. The object of the cars being 
parked side by side was to show the conversion before and after.

The three day Revival turned out to be the busiest ever, judging by the 
number of visitors I spoke to, and I was almost crushed! The organisers 
provided me with a long brown jacket which had a manager name badge. 

Peter Hicks with the Radford he almost bought

Peter Hicks and friends outside March Garage

Suzy and Alex Kinsman dressed up next to their Radford De Ville

Departing the show the magnificent Radford RR Silver Cloud Estate

My hatchback being delivered

Innocenti Register

The last show of the season for our group 
was Stanford Hall. There isn’t usually much 
in the way of spare parts for Innocenti Mini 
owners, apart from the odd item if you’re 
prepared to search every single traders stall. 
It’s usually the case of the trader not even 
knowing the part you have picked up is an 
actual Innocenti item. So, it goes without 
saying that it’s best not to broadcast the fact 
in fear of the price going up.

This year there were a couple of rather 
helpful traders from Holland who were 
selling general Mini spares, but did have 
quite a few unique Innocenti parts mixed 
with them.

Foster Charlton
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Once you know parts are there, it’s a case of trawling through every 
single item for sale, hoping you spot something you need.

I managed to pick up two new old stock passenger side chrome 
internal quarter light catches at an IMM in Italy a few years back, 
so was rather pleased when I spotted a bag containing the driver’s 
side catches at the Dutch traders’ stall. The only problem was that I 
couldn’t quite remember which side the catches I bought at the IMM 
were for. A quick phone call to my wife Ange had her going into the 
loft (complete with wasps nest) and locating the catches I had hidden 
away in one of 40 boxes marked ‘Inno spares’and Ange eventually 
found them around a hour an hour later in the box marked ‘Inno 
spares 32’. She then sent me an angry text with the message “here’s 
your stupid ***** window catches!”….and included a photo of the 
catch which confirmed the ones on the stall were the side I needed. 
As a thank you, I bought her a bag of jelly babies and some insect sting 
cream from the motorway services on the way home. I really know 
how to spoil a lady! 

Other spares were there but not anything I really needed. Dave and 
Ruth Webb managed to spot a pair of new old stock Innocenti pedal 
rubbers for the standard accelerator pedal ‘hidden’ in a standard 
British Leyland sealed bag and a few other minor bits and pieces. I’ve 
got contact details of the traders who have promised to contact me if 
other stuff turns up in their warehouse.

Peter Barratt has emailed me photos of progress on his German 
spec Innocenti Cooper 1300 Export and it has finally been painted in 
the lovely shade of Blu Scuro with Bianco Avorio roof after a major 
bodywork restoration. Various body panels have been replaced and 
modifications made to meet correct Innocenti Cooper spec and Peter 
even replaced the roof panel due to severe damage. He is at the 
moment fitting a new wiring loom bought from suppliers Autosparks 
which should provide many hours of fun - and then testing that 
everything works as it should. 

This car was previously owned by a fellow MCR member, but after its 
first restoration, it sat in a garage for many years until Peter bought it. 
I look forward to seeing it restored and on the road after knowing of 
this car for so long, but having never actually seen it. Good luck Peter!

There have been a few new members details sent to me via email 
from the MCR, but they give very basic detail. These include a 
Cooper 1300 Export, A Cooper 1300 and a Mk3 Innocenti Cooper.
The Export and 1300 I already know of, but the Mk3 Cooper is a car 
I haven’t heard of before since it was owned in Poland before being 
bought and imported into the UK.

Hopefully, I’ll have more details of all three cars for inclusion in the 
next report.

That’s all for this month. 

Foster Charlton

Mini Super Register

Some while ago I made brief mention of 
a Morris Super which member Brendan 
Crawley had purchased a number of 
years earlier. Now, a couple of years on, 
I have the full and interesting story on 
the car.

Brendan purchased the Super in 2007. 
These were still the ‘bad old days’ 
when people bought Supers for their 
parts. Brendan, who was in the early 
stages of restoring his Smoke grey 
and white 1071 ‘S’, was attracted to 
the Super because of its identical, but 
perfect, original interior which he 

needed for his ‘S’. Back at Brendan’s the car was parked up in dry 
storage to be left until required.

While the Super was in storage, Brendan was introduced to Mini 
expert and restorer, John Baker, who then put me in touch with him. 
After discussions with both John and me, Brendan began to realise 
what a special little car he owned and that it would be a great pity to 
remove the interior. So, the Super remains intact and is now perfectly 
safe. This Smoke grey and white Morris Super was built on the 21st of 
March 1962 then dispatched to Colmore depot, Birmingham, nearly 
four months later on 9th July - a delay which seems a little odd. It was 
then sold new by Broadmeadow Garage, Watford Road, Birmingham, 
on the 7th September to a Mr A.F. Ayre of Kings Norton in exchange 
for £390 plus a Standard Ten. The Mini would then remain in the same 
family being passed down through generations until Brendan bought it 
forty five years later from Mr Ayre’s granddaughter. The Super came 
complete with a pile of documents, hand-written maintenance records 
and the original handbook. 

Peter Barratt’s freshly painted Blu Scuro bodyshell

Where the fun starts

Ruth and Dave Webb’s car on display at Stanford Hall

Garry Dickens
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Mr Ayre originally passed the car on to his daughter in 1979 who 
then passed it on to her daughter in 1982. The daughter re-located 
to Luxembourg taking the Super with her. It was re-registered in 
Luxembourg and Brendan still has the foreign number plates as a souvenir.
Originally a low mileage car, trips back and forth from Luxembourg 
added a dramatic rise to its total, bringing it to 60,000 miles in three 
years. The owner returned to the UK in 1985 with the car and it 
was re-allocated its original UK registration. Thereafter, it had very 
little use being finally stored in 1993. The little Super was becoming 
rusty and uneconomical to repair, and so in storage it remained until 
Brendan bought it. Although it had been recommissioned, taxed and 
Mot’d for the purpose of sale, Brendan said he drove all the way 
home with a big smile on his face! 

In this day and age, the rust problems it had were not regarded as 
serious, so a little welding here and there was all it needed. In fact, 
the underside had been liberally coated over the years with discarded 
engine oil; consequently the car still has its original rear subframe!
The engine and gearbox are both original and running very sweetly. 
The car is quite original apart from a new front-panel fitted at some 
stage and it is Brendan’s intention to keep the car as such rather than 
restore it. Brendan intends to be ‘out and about’ enjoying driving it to 
meetings next year – me thinks we are going to have an even larger 
turn out at the Beaulieu 2016! 

Finally, my usual request: if you own, have owned, know of a Super, 
or have any stories involving one, then please let me know, even if the 
car no longer exists.

Garry Dickens

Original bill of sale

Original looking body

Rare vertical grille bars in place

Excellent original dash

Original seats
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1275GT Register

As the main show season drew to a close, 
I made a last minute decision to head for 
the National MOC show at Stanford Hall. 
My last visit there was in 2009, since the 
intervening years always seemed to have 
a clash that prevented me from attending. 
I actually first attended this show 25 years 
ago when the National Mini Owners Club, 
as run then by Chris Cheal, was one of the 
few organised Mini associations around. 
Twenty five years on and Chris is still 
involved but now is handing over more 
to his son and daughter in law to carry on 
the event.

On arrival I tracked down Jerry Filor, who 
was running an MCR stand and had made a space for my car. However, 

when I saw the line-up of GTs in the concours area I was swayed by the 
need to join them and paid for a concours entry. I moved over to line up 
with the GTs alongside a well modded yellow GT, making up a display of 
three early 10” wheeled cars - quite a good line up.

From recollection of my earliest events in the 90s, things have 
moved on considerably in the concours scene. Alan Slater’s 
Limeflower GT is a fantastic looking car and a credit to the 
workmanship of Alan’s son Paul, who was keen to expand on and 
explain the meticulous work that goes into producing a car of 
this standard. Knowing I was already looking at the first prize car 
made the competition element of the day something of a foregone 
conclusion, but the interest generated by a larger line up of cars 
made my entry worthwhile anyway.

Next in line was Johno’s Blaze GT which has been a feature car at many 
previous events but, having had a period of neglect in its recent history, 
is now back to its full glory. Hopefully, it will be a regular at future 
shows to add to the growing number of great GTs coming back to life!

Looking round the show ground it struck me as a shame that some of 
the concours classes had so few entries. I am sure there were plenty 
of cars attending that day that would have made a worthy addition to 
the displays. Certainly, the growth in the number of trailered cars has 
impacted the casual entries of attendees just lining up on the day for 
the fun of it. Perhaps it is the additional £5 on top of the £15 entry fee 
that is the off-putting factor. In either case, I think show organisers 
need to think of ways to swell the numbers otherwise this feature of 
a show could start to lose its appeal.

The most intriguing car of the day for me was John Porter’s Australian 
Clubman. I am always fascinated by the overseas built Minis and 
trying to spot the subtle differences to the home built versions. The 
longer I looked at John’s car the more features came to light, such as 
exterior hinges, front quarter lights and bolt on bonnet slam panel. 
John delighted in pointing out the harder to spot differences, i.e. the 
smaller back window and corresponding wider C pillar.

Overall GT interest on the day was high and numerous discussions 
took place on the field with GT owners that had projects in hand and 
cars they were keen to save, so our ranks should hopefully swell in 
the future.

Thanks to all the recent contributors that have emailed me with their 
GT’s stories. I promise that your gratefully received input will feature 
in forthcoming articles, so please keep them coming.

I am also now fielding an increasing number of enquiries from non-
members looking for information on potential cars to purchase and 
feature points to look for in genuine cars, which is encouraging for 
the growing kudos being afforded to the GT. Of course, my opening 
advice in all cases is to join the MCR!

Lastly, September saw two new additions to our register - welcome 
to Thomas Robinson and David Still.

Alan Clark

Alan Slater’s Lime flower GT

John Porter’s Australian Clubman

Johno’s Blaze GT

Modified with matching interior

Alan Clark
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New MINI Cooper Register

News from MINI HQ: The New 
MINI Clubman was unveiled on 
Carnaby Street at the GQ Style 
Night Out 2015, and featured 
ambassador Matthew Zorpas 

Unveiled in a UK premiere as part 
of the GQ Style Night out, the new 
MINI Clubman was officially launched 
last night (Thursday 27th September) 
by Matthew Zorpas, ‘The Gentleman 
Blogger’, as it dazzled in the spotlight 
on Carnaby Street. The British car 
brand and London’s most celebrated 
neighbourhood have a long and stylish 
history together, dating back to the 

hedonistic swinging sixties. However, today the partnership is a very 
different picture, with the sleek and powerful new MINI Clubman 
demonstrating how much MINI has grown up. 

To mark the MINI Clubman’s new look, MINI is working with The 
Gentleman Blogger, Matthew Zorpas, to explore what makes a 
‘Modern Gentleman’ today. Matthew is pictured wearing items from 
the Pitti Umo collection, created exclusively for MINI and inspired 
by the car. The epitome of style, design and sophistication, the new 
MINI Clubman is the ultimate accessory for the modern gentleman’s 
armoury and boasts a 0-62 time of 7.2 seconds for the Cooper S, 
with range pricing starting from £19,995. On sale nationwide from 
31st October 2015, the MINI Clubman was unveiled as part of the 
GQ Style Night Out to kick start London Fashion week. The evening 
saw hundreds of stylish guests in attendance where they had the 
opportunity to see, experience and get photographed with the new 
MINI Clubman. 

I actually saw one of these up close at Donington, brought along 
by one of the MINI people. It was white and black and had a UK 
plate but was a left hooker. It did look great, though rather a lot 
bigger than the original and the outgoing model with the suicide 
door. I would certainly consider this over the 5 door MINI. The 
range of model specific colours and build quality of the new range 
has moved up a gear.

Now, you may find this funny but when I turned up to the latest round 
of the MINI Challenge at Donington Park there was a fair bit activity 
around the MINI Challenge awning. MINI had arrived for a photoshoot. 
MINI do know me and have used my pictures a good number of times. 
So, I can only assume that this was arranged by one of MINI’s media 
teams with the Butler-Henderson’s and the Sunday Times, who were 
also running an article on Vicki Butler-Henderson.

So here is the press release in full!

MINI CHALLENGE: BATTLE OF THE BUTLER-HENDERSONS 

Siblings Vicki and Charlie Butler-Henderson go head to head at 
MINI Challenge, Donington Park this weekend. 
Debut appearance for Vicki Butler-Henderson. 
Both racing 255bhp 2.0-litre turbo-charged MINI Challenge race car. 

Brother and sister duo Vicki and Charlie Butler-Henderson will be taking 
sibling rivalry to the grid this weekend, battling it out in the penultimate 
round of the MINI Challenge series. Vicki will be driving the 2.0-litre 
turbo-charged 2015 MINI Challenge race car competitively for the very 
first time today, challenging her brother on the circuit at Donington Park. 

Charlie on the other hand, has already enjoyed a very successful first 
MINI Challenge season, winning 3 races so far this year. His vast racing 
experience includes a stint in the BTTC Racing Championships and he is a 
qualified racing instructor. 

Hoping to put the brakes on Charlie’s success in the series during her 
appearance this weekend, Vicki is not to be underestimated. Despite 
only having got behind the wheel of the car she will be racing for the first 
time during testing yesterday, Vicki has been racing karts since the age of 
12 which combined with her motorsport background, could well see her 
challenge the field as an unpredictable outsider.

I guess the highlight of the month must be about emissions from Diesel 
engine cars. There cannot be many diesels around that are clean! The 
Perkins diesel engine, being the work horse, only worked clean with filters 
and various controls on the exhaust. Clearly, modern diesel cars do not 
emit clouds of black smoke when the loud pedal is operated with a stamp, 
but the burnt oil does have to go somewhere! VW have created a storm 
and it is one that they will have to live with. The knock on effect to other 
car manufacturers, including MINI will be significant. Can we trust any 
manufacturer to tell the truth or not put a spin on any piece of bad news? 
Discharging air bags and the effect on one’s eardrums has gone away, as 
too have the issues of is CO being worse than CO2 and what about the 
catalytic convertor metals being harmful to the atmosphere! Two pack 
paint and solvent abuse is another health and safety issue - we can still buy 
aerosols in Halfords of nasty paint so what should we do?

Until next month! Keep polishing and waxing you MINI!

David Young

New MINI Clubman launch in Carnaby Street
Charlie & Vicki Butler-Henderson at Donington Park

Vicki Butler-Henderson in Action

David Young
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Region Time of Meeting Location Contact

Cheshire
(West)

TBD TBD TBD

  Derbyshire &           
  Nottinghamshire

7.00 pm 2nd Monday of 
the Month

Bluebell Inn (A 515) DE6 1NH Position vacant
apply to Patricia Webb      

Essex 1st Monday
At 8:00pm

Hawk Pub, Battlesbridge
On the A130 SS11 7RJ

Mick Willson 01702 530731
h623x304@sky.com

Gwynedd 1st Wednesday
At 8:00pm

Glan Aber Hotel, Betws-y-Coed
Gwynedd LL24 0AB

David Roberts
01248 811109

Hampshire 3rd Thursday
At 8:00pm

George and Falcon at Warnford Sally Salter 02380 560073
sallysalter@ntlworld.com

Herts & 
London (N)

2nd Wednesday
At 8:00pm

The Duke of York, Ganwick Corner, Barnet Road, 
Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 4SG
0208 440 4674

Ian Chilcot 01438 716823 or 07790 678683
ichilcot@hotmail.com
Frank Willis 07743 577344
frankmwillis@gmail.com

Jersey 3rd Tuesday St Marys Country Pub, St Mary JE2 3PD Mark Le Gallais 01534 858082
mk1leg@hotmail.co.uk

  Kent 2nd Wednesday of each 
month. 7.30pm

The Plough at Langley, Sutton Rd, Maidstone, ME17 3LX Justin and Annmarie Ridyard 
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk   01304 330715

Lancashire Last Tuesday
At 7.30

Hoghton Arms, Blackburn Road, Whithnell, 
Chorley, Lancashire, PR6 8BL 

Mick Cooke
01282 866195/07976 932192 
m.cooke1275s@gmail.com

Midlands
(West)

1st Tuesday
At 8:00pm

New Inns Public House, off the A451
Stourbridge DY8 3YQ

Darren Carr
01384 254311
daz.carr@blueyonder.co.uk

Newcastle and Durham 1st Monday
At 8pm

The Dun Cow at Bournmoor, 
near Chester-le-Street, just off Junction 63 on the A1M. 
DH4 6DY   

Niall Cook 07770 796049
0191 4133606
nialltcook@tiscali.co.uk

Norfolk 1st Sunday
At 1:00pm

The Bell Inn, Salhouse NR13 6RW Jim Redburn 01603 720049
jimredburn@hotmail.co.uk

Oxfordshire 3rd Monday
At 8:00pm

 The Plough, Appleton, OX13 5JR Colin Woodage 01235 772525
cwoodage@hotmail.co.uk

  Scotland Sunday 29th November  
At 11:00 am

Norton House Hotel, near Edinburgh Airport Ben & Patricia Webb  07834 081667 
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

Somerset Region  Please call for details of next meeting Pete Hiscocks 07742 770333 
minis@dsl.pipex.com

Mid Staffs 1st Monday, 7.30pm The George and Dragon, Meaford, Stone ST15 0PX Pete Cresswell 01785 760211 or  
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com 

  Suffolk Region 1st Sunday  At 7.30 Please call for details
 

Ian MacPherson 01728 831956 or 07749936274 
ian@ianmacgolf.co.uk  

Sussex 2nd Tuesday
At 8:00pm

The John Selden, Salvington Road, Worthing, BN132HN Peter Hodges 01273 454440 or 07663 00122
peter_hodges@sky.com

Thames Valley Last Wednesday At 8:00pm The Phoenix, Hartley Wintney RG27 8RT Robert Clayson 01252 726618
thames_valley@minicooper.org
Ken Hunter 01344 772446

Warwickshire Region 4th Wednesday each 
month starting at 8:00pm

The Houndshill, Banbury Road, Ettington, Ettington, CV37 7NS
http://www.thehoundshill.co.uk/

Cliff Porter 01386 840645 
warwick@cliffdporter.co.uk

Worcestershire Every Monday
At 7.30pm

The Blue Bell, 
35 Upton Road, Callow End, Worcester, WR2 4TY

Mick Rowley 
01905 428378/07791 624783
rminimick@aol.com

Wiltshire & Dorset 2nd Wed each month 
email for details 

The New Queen Pub  Ringwood Road, Avon, Christchurch, 
Dorset BH23 7BG

Brenda Harris 
mcrwilts@gmail.com

Yorkshire 3rd Tuesday at 8.00pm The Fox and Grapes Public House, York Road,  LS15 4NJ,    
A64, Just off the A1

James Harrison 07973 952 552
yorkshire1973@hotmail.com

Australia  www.minicooperorg/australia John Heselwood
minicooper@ozemail.com.au

France  didier.lecesne@orange.fr or   p.doucerain@orange.fr  

MCR REGIONAL MEETINGS

POSITION

VACANT

NEW 

VENUE

NEW 

DATE

NEW 

DATE

Regional Co-ordinator - Patricia Webb - 45 St Leonards Hill, Queensferry Road, Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland KY11 3AH - 07834 081697- regions@minicooper.org
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Kent Region

Hi from Kent! 

A quiet month in the Kent region for most of us although not so for the region as far as press coverage is concerned. This year’s Ham Sandwich Run 
was featured in the Mini/MINI press and in the local Ashford newspaper. Great coverage for the club and for Broad Oak MINI who helped us with 
the start point of this year’s event. 

Sadly, we have felt the need to move our monthly pub 
meeting after a change of staff at the venue. Many of our 
members have been upset for a few months by what 
can only be described as an almost Basil Fawlty type 
character. In these times of pubs closing all over the place 
you would think they would be glad of our custom. After a 
swift half and a conversation with a lovely landlady of 
another local pub we can announce the new meeting 
venue now as being The Plough at Langley, Sutton Rd, 
Maidstone. There is plenty of parking at the rear of the 
pub and a good selection of beers on tap to boot! We 
meet every 2nd Wednesday of each month at 7.30pm. 

The new dates for the Champagne Run are 2nd-3rd 
July 2016 and all previous bookings remain valid. We 
hope everyone can make it. Please make contact and 
confirm or we may be able to re-sell any space where 
the date does not suit although we hope all the original 
teams can still take part.

Monthly Meetings & Dates 2015
The Plough at Langley, Sutton Rd, 
Maidstone, ME17 3LX
11th November and 9th December (Xmas meal). 
See you there!

Join the Facebook Group for Kent at http://www.
facebook.com/groups/472768396103194/

All the best!

Justin & Annmarie Ridyard
01304 330715
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk   
   

Mid Staffs Region

As I write these notes it is just 10 days to our Autumn Tour and this year’s event has 
attracted the largest entry so far at 29 cars (the maximum entry was 30) for the 170 
mile route. The field does include a few interesting modern cars but the true classics 
range from a Mercedes SL 190 to an Alpine A110. In between are three Cooper Ss 
and a modified Mini 998. We have also been enjoying a glorious spell of weather at the 
end of September, and, although it is a bit too far in the future for accurate weather 
forecasts for the 10th October, the average weather conditions for this time of the 
year are occasional showers and slightly above average temperatures. I fear that the 
breakdown of the dry sunny weather will result in a wet day out which will spoil the 
amazing views along the route as it did in 2013! We’ll see, but hopefully a full report 
will make the pages of CooperWorld next month.

The region’s recent regular monthly meetings have been traditional natters at the 
George and Dragon, but the September meeting was blessed with great weather, 
which, in turn, brought out more cars than we have ever assembled before. These 
included a Jaguar D-Type replica and a wonderful Aston Martin DB5 which was 
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Kentish Express 10/09/2015

Ron Crellin with Paul Bates and his Sanremo car
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probably worth a cool £750,000! Nick Hunter’s Cooper S EWA 172H was 
joined by Dave Johnson’s EWE 187H. Both cars are Almond Green with 
Snowberry White roofs. They have covered around 50,000 miles each and 
they were both sold from Kennings, Sheffield within days of each other. Likely 
as not they shared space in the showroom, and now they are side by side 
again at a Mid Staffs Region meeting. See the picture of the cars – buy one, get 
one free, seems like the bargain of the century if it applies to Cooper S! 

Another nice occurrence was a request from Dave Johnson to see if I 
could put him and Paul Bates in touch with Ron Crellin. Paul is owner of 
the recently uncovered car that has the body shell of the Sanremo Rally car 
in which Ron partnered Paddy Hopkirk for the first time. The car was the 
first incarnation of GRX 309D, and I was delighted to be able to help them 
achieve a meeting with Ron at his home in late September, where they spent 
a couple of hours chatting to Ron and his wife Tuula. Ron even dusted off the 
cup they were awarded. A picture of Ron and Paul with the car, and the detail 
of the cup are attached.

Looking ahead to our December meeting, which is the region’s Christmas 
Dinner, is being held on December 7th this year. Our guest speaker is 
the motoring historian, prolific author and former Triumph Competitions 
Manager, Graham Robson, so I expect another sell out event!

The Mid Staffs Region meets every first Monday of the month at the George 
and Dragon, Stone, ST15 0PX. Meetings start at 7.30pm. All Minis and 
MINIs are welcome, as are their owners!

Pete Cresswell
01785 760211
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com    

Scottish Region

Two shows to report on this month, the Bo’Ness Hillclimb Revival and the Goodwood Revival.

Bo’Ness Hillclimb
The Bo’Ness Hillclimb revival was celebrating its 8th annual rally on 5th and 6th September. The track has been home to motorsport for 80 years 
with such greats as Sir Jackie Stewart competing there back in the day. Open to competing cars from pre WWI up to 1973, there was a great 
selection for spectators, including cars that formerly competed at LeMans 24 hour and in F1. Not only that, but we were treated to a bit of royalty 
this year, with a surprise appearance by Prince Michael of Kent who took a quick spin on the track!

We had a lovely variety of cars on the MCR stand, with the oldest being David Menzies’ Cooper, all the way up to Ian King’s spotless 500 Sportspack. 
The other cars on stand included: Davy Mcphail’s van, John Heatlie’s modified Mini, James Yorkston’s lovely yellow Mk3 Cooper S, Barry Warter’s rally 
car, David Logue’s stunning black Cooper, and Kevin Murray’s 1071S. One of the cars on the stand, my ’67 Cooper S – KVJ, even took home a prize!

REGIONAL REPORTS
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Best Car in Show Prize

The Sanremo rally trophy

EWA and EWE together again

Kevin Murray’s 1071 SDavid Menzies’ Cooper

Lots of variety And a little bit more Mini Variety
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Goodwood Revival
We decided to give Goodwood Revival a go this year. Simon Drew and Lynne 
Reekie; Ben and I, all made the journey down. Simon took his stunning Fiesta 
yellow Cooper S.

The four of us had agreed to do a group theme, and came dressed as Pan Am Pilots 
and Stewardesses. We put a lot of effort into the accuracy of the costumes with 
the stewardess outfits all being handmade to match the originals and the material 
matched to the original 1960s bags. Ben and Simon had very accurate pilot’s 
uniforms. And finally, all the pins and badges worn by stewardesses and pilots were 
original 60s ones too! 

 
We got to catch up with lots of other MCR members, including fellow Scottish 
members – Kevin Murray, and our good friend Richard Clutterbuck - who took our 
picture! It was a great weekend for all of us, and we will definitely be looking forward 
to going again!

November MCR Scotland meeting!
Finally, please don’t forget the last meeting of the year on 29th November, 11a.m at 
Norton House Hotel, near Edinburgh Airport! Hope to see everyone there; we will 
be discussing the events we will look to attend in the New Year!

Patricia and Ben Webb    

Suffolk Region

Surprise visitors to our Suffolk MCR stand at Classics by the lake near 
Bury St Edmunds were Bill Price and Dennis Ockenden, grandson of Peter 
Valentine, who had Peter’s ex rally car with him and which took pride of 
place amongst our collection of Coopers. Bill and Peter were both there on 
judging duties, Bill having had family connections to the estate where the 
show was held. We were pleased with the number of members who turned 
out. Present were: Olga and myself, Colin and Ellen Sutton, Peter and Terri 
Drane, Terry Stendall, John Gray, Rod Bance, Steve and Sandra Burch and 
John (1275S) Hawkins’s first outing after a knee op. Also there was Richard 
Ashley with his ex rally Cooper S but the organisers had grabbed him for 
pride of place at the entrance. You are with us next year, though Richard. 
We were all pleased with our MCR feather flag and new Gazebo which I can 
testify is of very good quality.

Due to our regional meeting place, the Greyhound pub, making Thursdays 
their Curry Night, we have decided for the winter to try merging our 
meeting evenings with our once monthly Sunday runs, which we are hold on 
the first Sunday of the month. For details of rendezvous, please contact me, 
until further notice. For all who are interested, we are having our Christmas 
Dinner, at the Greyhound on Tuesday 15th December so please let me know 
asap if you are intending to come along to enjoy excellent Christmas fare and talk Mini Coopers. Please also make a note in your diary for Sunday 
15th November and the Classic Motor show at the NEC and contact me if you are interested in travelling together.

 

Ian MacPherson   

REGIONAL REPORTS
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Minis by the Lake

Dennis Ockenden Bill Price with John Hawkins owner of GWV 980D

The Scottish Pan Am Crew
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FOR SALE AND WANTED
Notice to car buyers
The driver and vehicle licensing agency (DVLA) may refuse to 
register vehicles that are without a vehicle identification number 
(V.I.N.) and/or an engine number.  The DVLA. may ask the 
police to inspect cars without either one of these identification 
numbers. Members and readers are advised to be cautious 
before purchasing such vehicles.

Notice to advertisers
ALL ADVERTS TO THE EDITOR EITHER BY EMAIL   
OR POST
Members classified “for sale” and “wanted” adverts are free 
(minis and mini parts only) providing they are not excessively 
long nor in the course of business trade.  Please quote your 
membership number when writing.  Non-members and trade 
members wishing to place a classified advert must enclose a 
cheque for £5.00 with their advert script. Failure to do so will 
result in the advert being returned unpublished. Cheques should 
be made payable to Mini Cooper Register.

Business advertisements disclosure order 1977.    
All traders are required to state  this fact clearly in their 
advertisements either by the letter T or the word  Trade
The club regrets that adverts for log books (V5 documents) 
and/or chassis plates cannot be accepted adverts. Adverts must 
be in written form only please and addressed to the magazine 
editor. This includes instructions for repeat insertions and/or 
advert amendments.

WANTED

01252 612245

complete collections purchased.
any condition considered from barn finds 

to concours.
we are cash buyers, not agents, 

immediate settlement
with discretion assured.

01252 612245 | 07836 20315901252 612245 | 07836 203159
sales@cms-gb.com

ALL MINI COOPERS & 
COOPER S MK1, 2 & 3.  
ALSO INTERESTED IN 1275 GT, 

COUNTRYMANS / TRAVELLERS, PICKUPS, 
VANS AND LOW MILEAGE STANDARD 

SALOONS.

Cars for sale

1969 AUSTIN MINI COOPER MK 2 998cc genuine car with 
matching numbers.
This car has been in our family for 32 years but sadly must be 
sold as we don’t have the space keep it. I have re-commisioned 
the car after 28 years in storage and it is back on the road having 
passed its MOT with no advisories. Please read the Mk2 Cooper 
registrar’s report elsewhere in this issue of CooperWorld for 
details of the work carried out on the car.
This is a good sound original car albeit it’s not concourse and 
although some of the paint work has deteriorated it’s still a smart 
car. The interior is original and in excellent condition. It comes 
with a heritage certificate which confirms that the Chassis, body 
and engine numbers are correct and the three original metal No. 
plates are present. It has had two previous owners one being my 
father. The roof had micro blistering which has now been painted. 
£10,500 o.n.o. Tel 07969 817478 for further details/questions and 
an appointment to view. (County Durham) 

Parts for sale

Abingdon registration 227 CRX for sale on retention ready to 
transfer to your ‘Works’ replica. Telphone Peter Horsburgh on 
01485 517178 or e mail p111h@hotmail.com.

MCR racing overalls in red never used/
worn thus as new condition size 44 and 
waist 36-38 X/L. They look brand new 
but must be about 13 years old £44 plus 
postage and packaging. 
Copy of the Mini Owners Handbook by 
Kenneth Ball printed 1974 and covers 
all models from 1959 onwards. 118 
great pages of fully exploded easy to 
understand diagrams £10 plus postage 
and packaging. Please contact Dennis 
Tritton on Tel: 01263 578108 (Norfolk) 
or pm via the MCR website.  

Parts wanted

Wanted Lucas long stalk flasher switch part number 31835 23sa 
as used in Works cars.
Please call Richard on 07943 151102.
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MINI MAGAZINE 
The number one magazine
for Mini owners worldwide.

WWW.MINIMAG.CO.UK

MINI MAGAZINE MINI MAGAZINE 
The number one magazine

MINI MAGAZINE MINI MAGAZINE MINI MAGAZINE MINI MAGAZINE 
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ORIGINAL AND GREATEST MAGAZINE FOR THE MINI

www.miniworld.co.uk 
Subscription hotline: Tel: 01959 541444 

MiniWorld is proud to support
the Mini Cooper Register.
Find stunning feature cars
and informative historical

articles in every issue.



Opening hours in the UK: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm, Sat 9am-5pm. †Based on an average customer, saving 41% when compared to buying three separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 57 year old male with full 10 years plus NCB, driving a 1965 MG B, 1973 MG 
B and 1972 MG Midget. Previous multi-classic car savings from 7.2.2014 until 11.5.2015 were 28%. Up to 41% savings available from 11.5.2015. 1Terms and conditions apply - cherished.carolenash.com/terms-and-conditions.aspx 2Terms and conditions apply - call for 
details Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

Carole Nash, a name you can trust

0800 083 6302
cherished.carolenash.com
Classic  |  Camper Van  |  Specialist  |  Military  |  Performance

Classic Car 
insurance for Minis
with extra sparkle
TO ENTER OUR FREE PRIZE DRAW 1, QUOTE REF: AUTOGLYM

/insideclassics.com @insideclassics

 u Free Agreed Value1

 u Salvage Retention2

 u  UK & EU breakdown worth over £100  
- includes Homestart 

 u  Up to £100,000 Legal Expenses cover  
in the event of an accident that’s  
not your fault

 u  Club member discounts2

 u  You could also save 41% with a  
Multi-Classic Car policy†

YOUR CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE 
POLICY INCLUDES:

“ Fancy getting your hands on this little lot?  
Give Carole Nash a call, I’ve had all my classic 
cars insured with them for years, they’re great. ”
FUZZ TOWNSHEND
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f cial Sponsor of:

SAVE  
UP TO 25%2 

CLUB MEMBER DISCOUNT


